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Abstract
We design, implement, and test a wearable object identification system which allows
users to "hover" their hands over objects of interest and get access to contextual
information that may be tied to them, through an intelligent personal assistant. The
system uses a fusion of sensors to be able to perform the identification of an object
under a variety of conditions. Among these sensors there is a camera (operating
in the visible and infrared spectrum), a small solid-state radar, and multi-spectral
light spectroscopy sensors. Users can interact with contextual information tied to an
object through conversations with an intelligent assistant to permit a hands-free, nonobtrusive, and personalized experience. The system explores audio interfacing with
augmented reality content without the hassle of phones or head mounted devices.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

"I'm excited about Augmented Reality because unlike Virtual Reality, which closes the
world out, AR allows individuals to be present in the world but hopefully allows an
improvement on what's happening presently."

Tim Cook

1.1

Overview

In this chapter we will frame the problem that we are trying to solve in this thesis.
We will also give an introduction as to what the Hover system is and the motivation

behind it.

1.2

Augmented Reality in the mainstream

Augmented reality is a technology in which a user's perception of the real world is
augmented with computer generated information. Early demonstrations of this tech-

14

nology were made through the pioneering of the virtual fixture. A virtual fixture is
the overlaying of information in a users perception of the real world to enhance a
user's performance in a task. Early prototypes used see through displays to enhance
a user's skill in a robotics manipulation task [93] and for a hypermedia system that allowed links to be made between information windows and information windows to be
attached to objects[51]. Advances in computing capabilities have helped bring computer vision-based augmented reality and its content into the mainstream audience.
Companies such as Microsoft, Google, and Magic Leap are developing platforms that
can bring augmented reality to the masses through smartphones and head-mounted
devices. An example of an augmented reality application is Google's Lens application
(Figure 1-1). When a phone running the Google Lens application is pointed towards
an establishment, information about that establishment is brought up on the screen,
or when the phone is pointed at an object it gives information on the object.

Figure 1-1: Google Lens application and its features

[13]
Within the space of augmented reality content, we will focus on content that can
be linked and possibly overlaid to an object in the physical world. This augmented
reality content that we talk about would give us additional information that we would
not be able to access otherwise. In other words, we will focus on augmented real-

15

ity content that contains contextual information about an object in an individual's
surrounding.

Although the methods currently in use (smartphones, head-mounted

devices) permit a certain degree of access to this contextual information, they can be
intrusive, distracting, and cumbersome.
In the case of a smartphone, a user has to have a smartphone in his or her possession,
take it out from wherever it is stored, unlock the phone, open an application, and
point it at an object of interest, just to get the additional information. In the case
of head-mounted devices, such as Google Glass or Microsoft Hololens, a user has
to have the equipment on his or her head, open an application, and maintain his
or her head pointed at the object of interest while the system processes it. All the
while, the field of view for these head-mounted devices is very small and limiting.
Additionally, in the case of these head-mounted devices, we often get visual labels
which can quickly conglomerate and begin to obscure parts of a scene which a user may
be observing.

While these systems have their limitations, companies are funneling

money into them without further developing other possible alternatives to access the
contextual information.

1.3

Alternatives

Most of the current approaches to access the aforementioned contextual augmented
reality content consist of utilizing a computer vision-enabled system which identifies
an object of interest and proceeds to load the linked content into a visual interface in
a screen within the user's field of view. There are various other methods apart from
these that can be utilized to perform the object identification and the presentation of
the contextual information. One example is utilizing Radio, through various means,
to identify an object. In an example for this, there have been projects which utilize
Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) stickers to mark objects as unique and link
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content to them [32] [52]. In both of these projects, the information is relayed back
to a user through audio, turning the application into an audio augmented reality
application. Another example of a project that uses radio, in the form of RADAR, to
identify objects is RadarCatf115]. They utilize the backscatter response of an object
to a millimeter wave RADAR to determine which object it is.
Other projects look to encode the identification and contextual information directly
into the outer layer of the objects.

One example is encodedSurfaces[91] in which

a surface is fabricated for an object and information is encoded directly into this
surface. In addition to this direct approach, computer vision-based approaches can
identify a specific pattern or features which are then used identify an object and bring
up information that is tied to it.
Some of the mentioned approaches require modification of the object of interest. Some
problems that arise with having to modify objects physically are with regards to scale:
for each object, you have to fabricate a unique physical identifier for them and attach
it to the object. There are also other approaches that do not modify objects. Some
of these combine computer vision with signals in the environment to determine the
objects that are closest to a user [411.
Lastly, there are more approaches to identifying objects and relaying information that
instead of using the form factor of a phone or head-mounted device, take the form
factor of a wearable (bracelet, necklace[82], ring[85] [99]). The mentioned approaches
take an uncommon approach to identify objects and provide us with contextual augmented reality information about them.
However, none of the approaches that are currently available examine utilizing a
combination of sensing modalities within the form factor of a bracelet, and without
having to modify the objects of interest. We will discuss more of the approaches that
are available in much more detail in the next chapter and evaluate the pros and cons
of each to justify the decisions we take for our proposed system.
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1.4

Problem Definition

With the given overview of the ways in which we can access contextual information
about objects in our environment, we frame the following question:

Can we find a

more seamless way to access contextual information tied to objects in our environment? Although the alternate approaches mentioned in the previous section attempt
to answer this question, we notice that there is room for improvement with more modern sensors and electronics in combination with a different form factor. We intend to
answer this question by proposing a system called Hover.

1.5

Hover

The current approaches that we have to access contextual information require that
we either modify physically (tag) an object we are interested in, to be able to identify
it, or that we have a possibly bulky device on our heads all the time (Microsoft
Hololens) or that we have our smartphones with an application installed. All of these
approaches are cumbersome and can interrupt a user's activities.
Through this thesis, we develop a system that provides a user with a way to scan
objects to get contextual information or interactions that are associated with these
objects. This contextual data will be presented to a user through an intelligent digital
assistant.

The contextual data is initially as simple as relevant information for an

object or, time permitting, as complex as performing an order for pizza by scanning
a specific pizza box.

The user will be able to register an object along with some

contextual information.
Hover is unique because we take a multi-modal, no-modification approach for object
identification within the form factor of a bracelet. Additionally, we convey an object
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of interest's contextual information through audio in a personalized manner through
an intelligent assistant. Through Hover, we aim to bring the simplicity of the mouse
hovering functionality, now a commonplace feature in many PC GUIs, into the real
world; where if users want to find out more information about an object, they simply
hover over it and receive the information through audio.

1.6

Additional Motivation

This project is intended to serve as a window into what it would be like to have
casual, on the fly, and discrete access to augmented reality information. One of the
reasons for coming up with this proposed work is thinking about how a non-techsavvy user's life might be easier if they could just scan a new product and they could
get some guidance or simple interfacing into the functionality of this scanned product.
By making this device, we are providing a means for people to be able to do things
such as leaving or retrieving memories in objects, a different way to select food items
for diet, and much more. This project can also serve as an assistive technology that
could help people with visual impairment to be able to interact with items in his or
her environment.
The project is an attempt at a wearable 'tricorder' as seen in the science fiction series
Star Trek that can be possibly be used for general information retrieval or as an
assistive technology. The 'tricoder' in Star Trek is a device that can give information
about whatever it is pointed at: We note that our project is not as complex or specific
as others developed, such as the medical-focused DxtER [8], Purdue's portable mass
spectrometer [113], or the Media Lab's own Tricorder [75].
With each passing year, we get more and more sensors that can be utilized in power
and size constrained environments such as mobile and wearable platforms. We realize
that some of these sensors can be combined to give more accurate descriptions of
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our environment than if they were operating individually.

We also see that, apart

from cars and robotics, there is not much effort to utilize sensor fusion to help people
discover and interact with the objects that surround them and any contextual information that may be tied to them. Through this project we are looking to make a
device that permits augmented reality content to be as accessible as health content
has been made through wearables such as a Fitbit.

1.7

Evaluation

With a developed version of the Hover system, we perform some usability studies.
We recruit at least 20 individuals and ask them to try on the bracelet and then ask
them to scan some items that we will provide. We will then repeat this process with
a mobile phone and a Microsoft Hololens (both with a custom scanning application).
We will ask these users to report on their experience, and which of the 3 modalities
they preferred to utilize. Additionally, we will benchmark the effect that the sensor
fusion has on the accuracy of the system by evaluating it on a variety of objects
and comparing it to a purely computer vision-based approach. We will report these
findings later on in this document.

1.8

Summary

By developing this thesis, we hope to give a satisfactory answer to the aforementioned
question of finding a more seamless way to access contextual information that may
be tied to objects in our surrounding.

We evaluate a variety of design options and

decide on utilizing a bracelet form factor with a fusion sensor. We are expecting that
successful development of this thesis will open the door to exploring how to automate
the selection and delivery of useful contextual information, further the development
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of assistive wearables with an emphasis on technology, and many other interesting
areas. This project also poses the question of once we can identify everything in the
world around us, how can automate the linking of information to it?
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Chapter 2
Background

"Research is to see what everybody else has seen, and to think what nobody else has
thought."
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

2.1

Overview

In this chapter we will talk about work that is related to identifying objects in various
contexts and through various methodologies. For us to be able to give contextual
information about an object in our environment, we first need to be able to identify
the object. We 'Will give a short summary and highlights of some of the work done
within the field of object recognition, and mobile object recognition systems that
utilize a camera or pictures as input. We will then move on to other approaches which
utilize radio as a sensing mechanism (i.e. RFID tags and millimeter wave RADAR
for object identification). After going through the mechanisms that use radio, we will
talk about sensor fusion systems that are used in automobiles. Following this, we will
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give an overview of audio augmented reality and intelligent assistants. We will finish
by looking at some systems that are similar to the idea that we are proposing and

highlight key differences in them.

Object Recognition Methods and Systems

2.2

2.2.1

Camera Object Recognition

2.2.1.1

Mobile Systems

Most of the popular mobile object classification systems nowadays utilize computer
vision.

Computer vision is defined as "an effort to duplicate the effect of human

vision by electronically perceiving and understanding an image" [1031.

The typical

pipeline for a computer vision-based system is to acquire a picture, do some preprocessing on that image to make corrections or focus on areas of interest, extract
some distinguishing features from the image or areas of interest, and construct a
robust model from those distinguishing pictures.

With this trained model, we can

then tell whether another picture contains the object that was modeled. With this
pipeline in mind, we look into existing mobile systems and explore how they perform
object classification and with what techniques.

Pre-Pracessog

Image

-

-

Feature

Lrantion

Model CreatoO
and Trainn

Capture

CIuN
t iaon

Figure 2-1: Typical computer-vision based object identification pipeline
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There are a variety of systems that use in device processing or offloading to a server
or both to perform object identification and classification/recognition with pictures
or videos. One such example is in the text "Mobile object detection through clientserver based vote transfer" [69] where, to deal with the limited amount of resources in
an Android phone, the authors divide their object identification and tracking system
between the phone and the server. The phone does feature extraction on the images
and the server does the object classification utilizing a computationally expensive
technique called Hough Forests and a vote transfer of those Hough forests in a multiframe case.
In another text titled "Connected Smartphones and High-Performance Servers for
Remote Object Detection" [59], the authors present an approach in which object
recognition and identification computations are done entirely in the server from images uploaded from a mobile device. They run a high-performance workstation as
a server that can perform high accuracy object identification utilizing a deformable
part model along with a support vector machine system for classification. Once this
is done, they give back the classification results to the mobile device. They mention
that although practical, there is a delay in the image transfer part of the algorithm
which causes a drop in framerate.
A more modern approach to the completely offloaded system which tries to reduce this
lag is Glimpse [44]. Glimpse is a system that utilizes both in device processing and
remote server offloading. The authors select an optimal frame to send to a powerful
server and maintain an active cache in the device to allow fluid object tracking. In this
system, they utilize a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to perform their classifications,
and Neural Networks to perform some of their feature extraction. They perform all
of their feature extraction within the server to reduce considerably the time it takes
to perform the operations. It is also interesting to note that this work utilizes Google
Glass (an embedded Android powered, head-mounted augmented reality system) as a
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platform to display the results, hence the need for external processing of the images.
Most of these works indicate that many of the feature extraction and classification
techniques should be run in a powerful server and just return the results of these
operations to the client device.

2.2.1.2

Multi-Spectral systems

There has been an exploration of the usage of combining visible and near infrared
(NIR) information in images to more easily discriminate between scenes [40]. We will
explore utilizing various feature extraction techniques and sensor fusion to try and
exploit the usage of the infrared spectrum to augment our object identification capabilities. In our work, we utilize a camera whose lens' NIR filter has been removed to
allow the sensor to capture the spectral band and any details that may be highlighted
with it.

Figure 2-2: Comparison of image without NIR and with NIR in grayscale

[29]

2.2.1.3

Robotics systems

In the field of robotics, there has been computer vision-related work that has been
done to help robots understand and navigate the environment around them.

One

of these techniques is SLAM, which stands for Simultaneous Location and Mapping.
This technique tries to map out a scene from image data and find the position of
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the camera in that scene. In the case of robots this technique is useful for the robot
to be able to find where it is in its environment. The SLAM algorithm also tries to
find the scale and location of the items in the space provided[56]. Since SLAM maps
an entire environment and its contents, its operations are computationally expensive.
Other algorithms were developed to make SLAM more accessible with less hardware
and to permit object recognition within the algorithm. An example of one of these
optimization algorithms is monoSLAM[47], which allows for SLAM from a single
camera. MonoSLAM has been adapted to include object recognition for attaching
augmented reality[43] content to the objects. They first try to find the objects within
the scene and match them to those in a database they have.

Figure 2-3: Object Recognition using MonoSlam

[89]
Although these algorithms are a feasible way to detect objects, we will not utilize
them as they give much more information than what we need, and we are opting to
use the least amount of computational power. There has also been recent research on
utilizing these SLAM algorithms in a resource constrained environment that might
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be worthwhile looking into for future work [63].

2.2.1.4

State of the art computer-vision systems

Lastly, the state of the art in object classification, based on images, is currently
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and variations/improvements of these [68].
This approach consists of passing images through a convolutional neural network
which automatically extracts key regions and key features from an image to be able
to determine what the object in question is. This approach, although it has excellent
performance, is very memory demanding for training and requires large amounts of
data which is not suitable in all cases[65].

Region-based Convolution Networks (R-CNNs)

Input
image

Extract region
proposals (~2k / image)
e.g., selective search
{van de Sande, Uijlings et alId

Compute CNN
features on
regions

Classify and refine
regions

Figure 2-4: Region Based Convolutional Neural Network Pipeline
[100]
Recently there has been more work on optimizing these networks for real-time performance and lowering the computing requirements for training them[30]. Leading up
to the state of the art CNN systems, some of the most used systems utilized machine
learning classifiers trained on features that were extracted utilizing image descriptors
such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [78], Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF)

[361,

and more recently Oriented Fast, Rotated Brief (ORB) [94]. The last of

these has been shown to be a more much more memory efficient and computationally
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less expensive procedure than either SIFT or SURF and has similar performance to
both of these. All of these techniques look to extract key points of an image that can
be utilized to characterize it and differentiate it from others.

Figure 2-5: ORB Key points

[22]
We have opted to utilize a traditional statistical classifier (not a neural network)
combined with one of the aformentioned descriptors.

Ideally, we would like to use

ORB features in the object detection system to try and keep the computational
requirements to a minimum, and in general be able to take advantage of image-based
object classification in our system. We will perform the more demanding training on
a server and return a trained model that can be used in the proposed device. It is
interesting to note that the more powerful CNN based approaches are being optimized
each year, which may soon lead to very interesting systems that run on embedded-like
platforms without any external dependencies.

2.2.2

Radio-Based Object Recognition

Radio has been utilized in various techniques to perform object recognition. One of
these techniques is Radio Detection and Ranging also known RADAR. RADAR has
been in use since the 1940's and was developed to detect objects from afar (in this
case it was to detect airplanes to prevent attacks). Now, RADAR chipsets have begun
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to be manufactured in a smaller scale that permits their use in mobile applications
with small power consumption. This allows radar chips to be embedded in devices
ranging from smart watches to home control stations.

Radar chips can be placed

under surfaces and do not require light to operate which means they can be placed in
the inside of devices. The technology could permit a paradigm shift in how we interact
in a touchless manner with any computation and any device that has an embedded
radar chip. However, various signal processing techniques need to be implemented to
get a clean, useful radar signal that can then be utilized for other purposes such as
the touchless interactions. [1161
One such modern radar chip is found in Google's project Soli

[741.

People have

begun to utilize Soli for diverse applications such as object recognition and body part
recognition. In an application called RADARCAT [115], the authors utilize the power
of a returned signal from multiple channels in the Soli chip to be able to determine
what object the signals were returned from. They train a random forest classifier with
the readings from an object directly on top of the sensor, to be able to determine
accurately what object it is and whether there is something in the object (such as
water or coffee in a cup). It is very important to note, that at such a close range,
the returned signals are relatively constant which permit for easy classification of
these signals. As we move out, the non-linear radar equation comes into effect more
powerfully and produces signals that vary greatly based on the angle and distance
that they are taken at with respect to the object that is being illuminated with the
RADAR waves. We will go into more details on this in Chapter 3.
Pt Gt Ar F4
(42 R4
Figure 2-6: Simplified radar equation
Additionally, to be able to perform target classification using RADARs, there has been
work done utilizing High Range Resolution (HRR) profiles to classify land targets
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[73].

This has been expanded to utilize Millimeter Wave RADARs to be able to

image and identify concealed items[49] and to perform object identification[81] for
driver assistance systems. It is worthwhile to note that these systems have a high
bandwidth and very fine (cm) resolution. Additionally, there has been work on 3D
imaging of scenes utilizing millimeter wave RADAR for indoor environments that
could possibly be utilized for our task of identifying objects [98].
There has also been work done on utilizing Synthetic Aperture RADARs (SAR) to
perform object and material classification[119]. This work required a complex setup
to achieve their results, and therefore was further improved to reduce the complexity
of the setup [118]. The aforementioned approaches do not need any modification to
the object that has to be detected. They operate on the backscatter of the objects.
Because of this, we will try to utilize a small solid-state RADAR, similar to what was
utilized in the RADARCAT application to augment our feature descriptor for objects
of interest. It's important to note that the RADAR detection can be utilized in various
lighting, range, and environment conditions, whereas the camera detection accuracy
varies based on every one of these. Lastly, terahertz frequency transceivers are starting
to emerge [27], rather than on the gigahertz range which we just presented. Although
not commercially available yet, it will be interesting to see how these transceivers
could be used to characterize objects similar to how RADARCAT operates.
Other approaches utilize Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags to be able to
determine what object is attached to the tag. One such example is TagMe [32] which
relies on RFID stickers placed on targets to perform actions based on who reads the
sticker with a wearable wristband. TagMe is based on a project called ReachMedia
[52].

ReachMedia is a similar project to what we are proposing.

It consists of a

wristband that detects gestures and contains an RFID reader that performs object
detection based on a supplied gesture. The relevant information is given back to a
user through audio and he can then perform gestures to interact with the item. We
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will go into more details on this project in a later section. Another example is [109]
who utilize RFID tags as intermediaries to be able to reconstruct the shape of an
object and the material of the object.

2.2.3

Camera-RADAR Fusion Systems

There are systems that have been proposed that utilize both radar and camera to
perform detections. However, these have been in the context of automobiles or other
vehicles. The hardware employed in these systems is tailored for higher power consumption which is not feasible in a wearable form factor.

However, the problems

faced in them and the techniques utilized, can be applied towards our project. One
such example does this fusion of camera and radio to determine whether an object
is a vehicle or not [61]. Here they utilize a RADAR to identify an object of interest
in an environment and proceed to map where it is to images taken from a camera to
find the important parts (cars) in them to be able to discriminate more effectively.
Another example is [58] in which RADAR is combined with cameras to track and
identify objects coming on a road.

2.2.4

Spectroscopy Object Recognition

Spectroscopy is the study of how matter reacts to electromagnetic radiation[101].
Within this field, there is the application of how light affects objects of different matter compositions. To this end, there have been developments on how to identify objects and materials based on how they reflect visible light from a known source[92] [26].
There have also been studies on how infrared light reflection can be utilized to classify
a type of material[88]. The sensors for this kind of analysis have evolved in such a
manner that they can be utilized in a mobile factor and with cheap hardware.
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In

[97] and [102] they utilize a cellphone that is modified to be a microscope and a spectrometer just by using the phone's camera sensor and its flash diode.

In addition

to this, there has been work done on utilizing color histograms which could be extracted from spectroscopy readings or just digital images to be a useful discriminator
between objects [105]. There is also work that has been done in utilizing visible and
NIR spectrometers to classify rocks [57] and NIR spectrometers to classify spirits [60].
Additionally, in the Object-Based Media Group, hand-held specialized rather than
large general purpose spectrometers have been developed [35] to be able to discriminate between materials. They test a prototype hand-held spectrometer to be able
to successfully discriminate between different liquids. In this thesis, we evaluate the
use of small light spectroscopy sensors on both the visible and the infrared spectrum
to enhance object detection capabilities. These can give us additional information
about the material that the object's surface is composed of.

2.3

Augmented Reality

Augmented Reality is defined as a technology that combines real and virtual content,
is interactive in real time, and is registered in 3D [33]. Research that started in a lab
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has now become widespread in
various areas such as gaming, medicine, mobile and marketing. This has been thanks
to the mass adoption of the smartphone and to the computing capability increase
that is brought about every year thanks to improved and size-reduced electronics.

2.3.1

Vision Augmented Reality

In recent years, video-based AR displays have become the most widely used systems
due to the available hardware (cameras and displays) and the variety of form factors
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(computers, phones, tablets). Video based AR also has the advantage of being able to
accurately control the process of combining the real and virtual view images thanks to
advanced computer vision-based tracking algorithms that provide pixel accurate registration of virtual objects onto live video images [39]. Many modern AR applications
run on a mobile phone screen, a head mounted device (such as a Microsoft Hololens
or Google Glass), or even on projection mapped interfaces in the environment.
One of these is

However, video-based AR display technology has some downsides.
information overload.

Without any filtering of the information, a user could very

quickly be bombarded with various types of information. A potential solution is to
allow the user to filter by categories or by distance (in the case of a location-aware
application) [117].

Another of these downsides is that there is limited screen real-
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Figure 2-7: Information overload in vision-based augmented reality

[28]
estate and once more the developer has to be very cautious not to overload this with
tons of information. Adding to this, there has to be a viable way to be able to browse
through the information that is available effectively[50. Once more, the authors in
[50] opt to simply give a user the option to filter out information that he or she may
not need.
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Because of these concerns, in this thesis we have opted to focus a user's attention on
only one object as opposed to a myriad of them in the environment. This eliminates
the need to have any sort of filtering on the information as the user will only receive
the information that he or she queries for. Additionally, we opt to give the user
augmented reality information through audio so as to not occupy the user's visual
attention.

The user is free to look around his or her environment and if he finds

something of interest, then he can browse the item's information by scanning it with
the device proposed and implemented in this thesis.

2.3.2

Audio Augmented Reality

An area of interest that we explore is aural augmented reality. Aural or audio augmented reality is the alteration of perceived audio with some digital content. For
example, a user's hearing can be modified with a bone conduction microphone to

include computer-generated audio [761 [39]. There are other prototypes which join
normal audio with augmented audio that utilize a mixer for the signals [95], but in
turn lose fidelity of the natural audio.
Audio augmented reality has been explored since the early 90s. Mynatt [84] explored
the design considerations for taking an existing system and expanding its user interface to also include an audio interface. She proposed that by extracting the semantic
aspect of the interface, it would be easier to create one model that can serve for both
the graphical an audio interface. A very early system by Bederson [37] explores the
replacement of a museum tour guide with an audio augmented reality system. The
system that is proposed consists of some IR beacons that when users approach them,
they are given information about an object that is tied to the beacon. What is interesting about this early concept is the idea of the on demand information rather than
a linear tape (which is what museum systems utilize). This early prototype explores
the idea that you can augment a user's experience rather than replace it to maintain
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some benefits of having the real world at your disposal (the particular benefit that is
exploited in this early work is the social interactions).
Nomadic Radio[96] is another early audio augmented reality system that presents an
audio interface to what is basically a mobile productivity system (email, calendar,
and news) to give user's unobtrusive access to the information. Additionally, in this
system the notifications of the events are relayed in different intensities depending
on how busy the user is at the instant it is received.

It is interesting to see how

these were handled (a scale that ranged from a simple audio queue, to the complete
message), and would be interesting to incorporate this summarization/representation
into our work on providing contextual information to a user. It is also worthwhile
to mention that this system is primarily utilized to receive notifications of email or
calendar events, whereas the system we are proposing is to receive information about
a specified object. Additionally, in this project we are proposing enhancing a user's
audio with contextual information relayed through an intelligent assistant. We ideally
want this to be in an aural augmented reality manner such that the user's normal
audio is unmodified with just interjections of the intelligent assistant. To do this we
will be evaluating the use of bone conduction speakers or discrete audio gadgets.

2.4

Intelligent Assistants

In recent years we have been seeing more and more intelligent assistants (IE. Siri,
Alexa, and Google Home [91 [62]) become integrated into people's daily lives. These
assistants can perform tasks such as scheduling appointments in a calendar, relaying
the weather, and many more [34]. Recently there has been some interesting research
on users satisfaction with these assistants, and it has been found that users think
they are useful primarily for simple tasks such as information queries[67]. There has
also been research that has shown that a simpler version of these assistants, namely
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an intelligent tutoring system, can be very helpful in augmented reality tasks such as
assembling a product with the tutoring system guiding a person along [110]. With
these things in mind, we will be exploring the interface of a user with real world objects
that have digital content attached to them, with an augmented reality assistant. We
explore the possibility of extending Mycroft [17], an open source digital assistant that
can run on some embedded platforms to achieve our information relaying and user
interactions.

2.5

Related Projects

Some projects that have been proposed in literature are similar or have aspects that
are related to what we are proposing to do. One of these projects is called ProtoTouch
[451. In ProtoTouch, the user is utilized as a carrier of information. In other words,
the items interface with the user, not the other way around. Our system differs from
this one in two key aspects, the first being that the interaction is reversed, the user
interfaces with the objects of interest, and the second being that one does not have to
modify the objects or devices of interest. Another interesting project is encodedSurfaces [91], which adds information to everyday objects through digitally fabricated
textures.

This facilitates object detection and recognition through a camera based

approaches, with the only difficulty being the fabrication of the texture and the application of it to an item. Once more, our approach intends to not modify in any way
the objects that a user may be interested in.
A project called SixthSense [82] augments a user's environment through projections
that emanate from a portable projector on a pendant-like wearable.

The user can

interact with this information through gestures that are tracked via a camera in the
same projector.

Our system is different from this one particularly in the interac-

tion/presentation of the information. We propose the information gets fed back to a
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user through audio rather than a visual approach. Additionally, this system utilizes
solely a camera for the detection/recognition of objects, and its form factor is a pendant. Lastly, we look at EyeRing [85] and FingerReader[99].

These are finger-worn

devices that were developed to help visually impaired users. They focus on identifying
and reading back text in a variety of scenarios. Although these devices provide an
interesting form factor, they are primarily focused on interpreting text, whereas we
are trying to identify general objects and to relay back contextual information rather
than the exact content. It is important to remark that these two projects also involve
audio feedback to users which we will also incorporate.

Figure 2-8: FingerReader use case of reading the value of money

[il]
There is also a project that utilizes environment signals from Bluetooth beacons in
conjunction to image features to be able to perform object identification within a
museum[411. In this work we will try to do something similar, but with Wi-fi signals
in addition to possible Bluetooth signals found in the object's vicinity and additional
sensing mechanisms. Another related project is Invisible Media [80]. Invisible Media
augments objects with infrared receivers which permit access to particular audio
content that will be tailored to a user whenever the user gazes into the object. In
contrast with this approach, we will not modify the objects in any way, and will have
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the sensing mechanism as a wearable bracelet. Lastly, there is work on converting
the materials a user sees to audio (through spectrometry) to be able to identify
them through sounds that represent their spectra [53]. This is done through a head
mounted wearable.

We take a different approach and form factor, in contrast to

this spectrometry-audio work. Additionally, we don't rely on the user identifying the
object, rather an automated system doing this and supplying information.
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Chapter 3
Theory

"He who loves practice without theory is like the sailor who boards ship without a
rudder and compass and never knows where he may cast."
Leonardo da Vinci

3.1

Overview

In this chapter we will go into details of the theoretical aspects of the multi-modal
sensing that we are performing and how to classify the data that we have. We look
individually at the theory aspect of RADAR, Spectrometry and Machine Vision. We
end up with an overview of the machine learning techniques that take'the data from
these individual areas together to produce a multidimensional classifier.
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3.2

Computer Vision

In this section we will talk about the computer vision processing that we perform in
our project to be able to ingest pictures, and extract features from them.

3.2.1

Descriptors

In computer vision, in the case of an object classification application, we seek to be
able to determine whether a type of an object is present in a picture or not. To do
this, one typical approach is to find key points in an image, and give a description
of the surrounding area[112].

We join all of these descriptions together to give a

description of the object of interest. This description is what we call a descriptor.
There are various ways to form these descriptors, and some of them take into account
the scale and rotation to be able to give scale and rotation invariant descriptions. In
the following subsections we will give a description of the SIFT and ORB descriptors
that we utilize in our project.

3.2.1.1

Scale Invariant Feature Transform

One of the types of descriptors available, and possibly the most widely known, is the
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [781. The SIFT algorithm provides a way
to detect key points in an image, and characterize the surroundings of these key points
in such a way that it is invariant to scale, lighting, and orientation. A summarization
of the SIFT process is the following [711:

1. Perform SIFT Key point detection with orientation and scale
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2. For each key point, transform the region around it to its canonical scale and
orientation and scale it down to 16x16 pixels
3. Compute the gradients for each pixel (orientation and magnitude)
4. Divide the pixels into 16, 4x4 pixel squares
5. For each 4x4 square, compute gradient direction histogram over 8 directions
(resulting in a vector of 8 dimensions)
6. Concatenate each vector resulting in a 128 (16 * 8) dimensional vector that
describes the area around the key point

It is important to note that the process that we have just described is computationally
expensive because of the calculation of the gradients.

It is also important to note

that many other descriptor algorithms are compared against SIFT to get a measure
of their performance.

To alleviate the computational complexity of generating the

SIFT descriptors, the idea of a binary descriptor was proposed. We will see this in
the next subsection.

3.2.1.2

Oriented Fast Rotated Brief

The idea of a binary descriptor of a region was proposed to provide an alternative
that simplifies the calculation of descriptors of an image.

A binary descriptor, in

summary, consists of the following steps[72]:

1. A sampling pattern that indicates where to sample points in the region around
the key point
2. Some mechanism to measure the orientation of the key point and rotate it to
compensate for rotation changes.
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3. Sampling pairs, which are pairs of points that are compared against each other
when building the final descriptor. The comparison that is performed is simply
whether the second point has more intensity than the first. If this is true, then
we mark a 1 in the descriptor vector or 0 otherwise. This is what makes the
binary descriptor calculation much simpler than that of SIFT, we simply utilize
binary numbers.

The first of these binary descriptors is called Binary robust independent elementary
features (BRIEF)[42]. BRIEF permitted the construction of binary descriptors that
would be generated from random pairs of points around a key point. However, BRIEF
was not very robust to changes in orientation, and the random selection of sampling
points could be optimized to give more performance. To remedy this, the Oriented
Fast Rotated Brief (ORB) [94] algorithm was introduced.
ORB first uses FAST[86] to determine key points in an image to which a Harris corner
measure is applied to find top N points. It then calculates the BRIEF descriptors of
these points. After this, the intensity weighted centroid of the patch around each key
point is calculated along with a located corner. The direction of the vector from this
corner point to the calculated centroid gives the orientation. After this, a rotation
matrix is computed using the orientation of the patch and then the BRIEF descriptors
are steered according to the orientation [66]. Although ORB is not as precise as SIFT,
it has comparable performance and is orders of magnitude faster than SIFT.

3.2.2

Bag of visual keywords

Once we have performed the calculation of the image descriptors, we need to be
able to compile these in a way that is meaningful and that we can utilize to be able
to discriminate between objects. The strategy that we utilize to generate a feature
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vector for objects, based on their images is with the Bags of Visual Words Model
[46]. In essence, what is done in this model is that descriptors are calculated for all
of the images in the training set, then these key points are clustered. After this, a
histogram is generated that contains the amount of matches that that an image's
descriptor have when they are assigned to a cluster.[5]
extract keypoints feature descriptors clustering vocabulary
feature detechon

visual words

feature veitor

Figure 3-1: BOVW Pipeline
[14]
We incorporate the BOVW feature extraction in the pipeline to process images for our
system. The final histogram vector of the algorithm is concatenated with the features
from the other sensors and passed on to the classifier in our system to determine what
the object in question is. It is important to note that in this algorithm, there is no
knowledge of the space between the visual words that are formed. In addition to this,
it is also possible to generate stop words, which may throw a classification algorithm
off. We leave the removal of stop words and the implementation of a grid of clusters
(we essentially take a patch of clusters and identify whether our item falls in that
patch) as future work that could improve the performance of our system.

3.3

Radar

Radar is an object-detection system that uses radio waves to determine the range,
angle, or velocity of objects.

A radar system consists of a transmitter producing

electromagnetic waves in the radio or microwaves domain, a transmitting antenna,
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a receiving antenna and a receiver and processor to determine properties of objects.
Radio waves, which can be pulsed or continuous, from the transmitter reflect off the
object and return to the receiver, giving information about the object[108].

3.3.1

Radar Equations

Here we present some relevant equations that explain the operation of the RADAR
sensor that we have and the variables that they contain.
PtGtArOF

4

(41r)' RfR;'
Figure 3-2: Complete radar equation

Pt

=

transmitter power

Gt =gain of the transmitting antenna
a
F

radar cross section, or scattering coefficient, of the target
=

pattern propagation factor

Rt = distance from the transmitter to the target
Rr = distance from the target to the receiver
Ar = effective aperture (area) of the receiving antenna. This can also be expressed
as:
, where
A = transmitted signal wavelength
G, = gain of receiving antenna
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GrA2
47r
Figure 3-3: Simplification of effective aperture
In the case that the transmitter and receiver are in the same location, the equation
can be simplified to
PtGtA,aF"
(47r) 2 RI
Figure 3-4: Simplified radar equation

It is important to note that in these equations the range affects the received power
greatly.

3.3.2

Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave Radar

Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave Radar (FMCW) is a special type of radar
sensor which radiates continuous transmission power like a simple continuous wave
radar (CW-Radar).

In contrast, FMCW radar can change its operating frequency

during the measurement: the transmission signal is modulated in frequency. Some of
the benefits of this type of radar are:

" Ability to measure very small ranges to the target (the minimal measured range
is comparable to the transmitted wavelength)
" Ability to measure simultaneously the target range and its relative velocity
" Very high accuracy of range measurement
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"

Signal processing after mixing is performed at a low frequency range, which
simplifies hardware

" Safety from the absence of the pulse radiation with a high peak power

[12]

3.3.2.1

Measurements

FMCW radars provide accurate distance measurements. The distance to an object is
determined using the difference in frequency of the received radio wave. The formula
for the distance calculation is:

Rc*|Atj

c* jdfj
24

-

R

2

Figure 3-5: FMCW Radar range equation

Where:
c = speed of light = 3 * 10 8 m/s

At = delay time in seconds
measured frequency difference in Hertz

Af

R= distance between antenna and the reflecting object in meters
df
dt

-f

frequency shift per unit of time

However, if we want to take measurements of objects, we need to know what is the
minimum range needed to distinguish between two objects. This distance is called
the range resolution of the radar and is limited to the bandwidth BW of the signal
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that is emitted from the radar. In our case, this signal is a sawtooth signal with a
bandwidth of 250MHz. This signal is also called the radar chirp. It is important to
note here that the utility of the Fast Fourier Transformation is limited in time by
things such as the duration of the sawtooth T. The resolution of the FMCW radar
is determined by the possible frequency changes that occur within this duration. [12]
We can see this in the following formula:

fFFT =

6(t) *

(f, -

fdown)

Figure 3-6: FMCW minimum discernible change in frequency
Where,
AfFFT

(
J(t)

= smallest measurable frequency difference

= Steepness of the frequency deviation

fa, = upper frequency (end of the sawtooth)
fdwn = lower frequency (start of the sawtooth)

If the maximum possible frequency shift for the transmitters modulation is 250 MHz,
then depending on this edge steepness a delay time of 4 ns obtains 1 kHz frequency
difference.

3.3.2.2

Additional Formulas

Some other important formulas are the following.

" An object at a distance d produces an IF received signal frequency of: fIF
" Range resolution (dres) depends on the bandwidth (B): d.es =
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S

* The ADC sampling rate F, limits the max range (dmax) to dmax

-

2

A visualization and explanation of the variables in these formulas is seen in figure

3-7.
TX chirp

Sr
T

1

The top figure shows the TX-signal and the RX-signal that is reflected from an object. Note that
the RX-signal is just a delayed version of the TX signal. ( 1 denotes the round-trip time between
the radar and the object. Also S denotes the slope of the chirp)
- Recall that the frequency of the signal at the mixers output is the difference of the instantaneous
frequency of the TX-chirp and RX-chirp. As shown in the figure below, this is a straight line.
.Hence: A single object in front of the radar produces an IF signal that is a constant frequency tone.
The frequency of this tone is S- = S2d/c; [Since = 2d/c, where d is distance of the object

+-RX h

*

ch
c

t
T
f
-- +-IF signa

and c is the speed of light)

ST

Figure 3-7: Radar formulas explanation

[15]

3.3.3

Range-Doppler Maps

One of the typical ways to analyze the radar response to try and visualize intercepted
targets of the radar through time is to compute the so-called range-Doppler signature. To generate this, a 2D FFT is performed on a collection of readings that are
stacked[114]. If we plot this, we can see how the signal changed across the range to
identify objects along that range.

3.3.4

High Range Resolution Profiles

The spatial characteristics of a target, such as target extent or the distribution of scatter points (key points that distinguish targets) over the target's surface, are valuable
for classification. Such spatial properties can be extracted from high range resolution
(HRR) profiles[48].

These can be found by performing an inverse ID FFT on the

range-doppler maps. [90]
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3.3.5

Close Range Object Identification

In the case of the aforementioned RADARCAT project, the authors rely on the
rather constant backscattered energy signal that objects produce when they are in a
constant range from the transmit antenna. Additionally, the surface of the objects
that the authors test on has very small variations which in turn helps make the
backscatter signals also constant. Since the signals are constant, and they are utilizing
the Soli hardware which has 2 transmit and 4 receive antennas, the authors receive
8 different, albeit constant signals for whatever object they illuminate by putting on
top of their radar hardware. They combine the readings of the channels and generate
some additional features such as maximum and minimum values, signal averages,
channel averages and root mean squares of the channels to be able to discriminate
between objects and in turn materials. In our project since the range can vary, this
approach is not very useful because even a small, centimeter change from the radar
hardware can produce a very varied signal. To further complicate the situation, our
hardware has one transmit and one receive signal which means we essentially have
only one channel to analyze. Because of these reasons, we utilize the aforementioned
features to classify objects with the radar data.

3.4

Spectrometry

A spectrometer is the general term for describing a combination of spectral apparatus
with one or more detectors to measure the intensity of one or more spectral bands.

[701 In our case, an optical spectrometer (the sensors that we are utilizing) measure
the intensity of certain bands along the visible and near infra-red spectrum. In figures
3-8 and 3-9 we can see the responsivity of the sensors that we are using.
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Figure 3-8: Visible Spectrum operation of our AS7262 Sensor
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Figure 3-9: Visible Spectrum operation of our AS7263 Sensor

[31

3.5

Machine Learning

To be able to discriminate between different objects effectively, we utilize machine
learning techniques. A formal definition of machine learning is given by the following:

"A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class
of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured
by P, improves with experience E. "[83]
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In our case we are looking at the task of classification. Machine learning classification
techniques seek to find patterns amongst data classes and look for ways to distinguish
these patterns when presented with new data.

The systems are typically "fed" a

training set of data that gives them an initial model of what the classes that they
must distinguish look like. Once these systems are "trained", they can be presented
with new data, and they will classify this data based on what they have seen. There
are various approaches to classifying data which we will present now. We utilize and
test these systems in our device to be able to distinguish between objects, and in a
later chapter show which one is the most effective in our task.

3.5.1

K Nearest Neighbors Distance Classification

The first solution to the classification problem that we present is the K Nearest
Neighbors algorithm.

The principle of the k nearest neighbor method is to find a

predefined number (K) of training samples closest (utilizing a distance metric) to the
point in question, and predict the label from these[19]. However, the selection of the
parameter K needs to be evaluated because in the case of a small amount, the system
overfits and does not capture accurately the distribution of the data by trying to be
too accurate, and conversely a high K may underfit the data as it does not find any
distinguishable pattern in the data.

3.5.2

Support Vector Machines

A support vector machine is an algorithm that constructs a hyperplane or set of
hyperplanes that can be used to divide data. These hyperplanes are constructed in
such a manner that they are furthest away from the training points that are given
to the algorithm [25]. This essentially makes the algorithm have a low generalization
error

[54].
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I -nearest neighbor outcoa is a pku
2-nearest cwighbwrs outcon is Umknown
5 -neartst ncighbors outeomn is a minus

Figure 3-10: Example of nearest neighbors classification

[20
In general, the mathematical formulation for this is the following.

min P(w. b) =

1

|2

maximze margin

In figure 3-11, w

+CZH[yf(xi)]
minimize training error

Figure 3-11: SVM Optimization Target

[ill]

f(x) =w-x+b
Figure 3-12: SVM Decision Function

[ill]
is a set of weights that when minimized, give the largest margin, for all the values of
the input x, their label y, a constant C, and decision function f. The decision function
is defined in figure 3-12. The presented formulation is for a linear support vector machine. It is possible that the data is not linearly separable, and a kernel can be used to
transform x to a higher dimensionality or different space where it may be separable.
However the calculation of this transformation may be too computationally expensive.
It was later shown that through the Representer Theorem, in the case of SVMs that:
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f(x) = w -4(x) + b.
Figure 3-13: SVM formula with a kernel

[Ili]
,rn

w = Eaj4b(Xj)
i=1

Figure 3-14: Representer theorem for SVMs

[Ili]
Which, when substituted back into the original formulation of 3-13, produces the following:
In

f(x) =

ac<D(xj) - '(x) + b
i= 1

Figure 3-15: Kernel Trick
[Ili]
In

this

definition,

we

define

a

kernel

K(x;, x) =

function

K

as

the

following:

<D(xi) - <D(x)

Figure 3-16: Kernel Function Definition

[Ili]
Some popular kernel functions are the Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Polynomial,
among others. The RBF is defined as the following:

K(x, x') = exp(--flIx - x' I')
Figure 3-17: RBF Definition
[Ili]
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3.5.3

Random Forests

Random forests is an ensemble method which means it contains a grouping of classifiers to make a decision. In essence it consists of selecting a random subset of the
training set and selecting a random subset of the features in this subset to train a
decision tree. This decision tree is then put into a grouping along with other decision
trees that were trained in a similar manner. When a new data point is presented, it
is passed to each one of these trees and the mean classification of all the trees is what
is given as the classification of the new point. [77] [54]
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Figure 3-18: Visualization of Random Forests

[23]

3.6

Object Classification Pipeline

In this section we give an overview of how the presented theory is put in practice.
We leave the exact details of how it is incorporated in the software implementation
section. Overall, we extract features from our image sensor using the BOVW method,
we extract some features from our spectrometers (among them the intensity of specific
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bands), and we extract features from our radar (range resolution profiles, rangedoppler maps).

These feature extractions give some normalized vectors that are

concatenated into one larger vector and passed on to a classifier to train and test
against.

The classifier that we utilize is one of the three we gave information on

(K-Nearest Neighbors, SVM, and Random Forest). In a later section we evaluate the
performance of each of the three and determine that the random forest gives the best,
unoptimized performance.
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Chapter 4
System Design and Fabrication

"Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works."
Steve Jobs

4.1

Overview

In this chapter we will talk about the design considerations for the hardware and
software in the Hover system. We will also talk about the process of implementing
this design and show the results.

4.2

Hardware

In this section we will go into details about the hardware aspects of the Hover project.
This includes the body design and the electronics in use, and some of the interactions
that motivated the design.
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4.2.1

Requirements

Having gone through various other projects and their features in the previous chapters, we list all of the hardware requirements that we would like incorporate into
Hover to make the device unique and useful. We added them all into table 4.1.
Hardware Requirement

Bracelet form factor

Detection range of at least 0.5
meters

Bfuaey

Explanation and Reasoning
The bracelet form factor is an alternate approach to
other augmented reality methods (head-mounted devices, neck bands, rings). Because it is located in the
wrist, it has at least 3 degrees of freedom. This form
factor permits the possibility to develop a device that is
discreet and has a more natural positioning in the body,
all the while being easily accessible on the fly.
We want this device to feel natural to a user and not be
cumbersome and possibly interruptive in the user's day
to day activities, hence the need for it to be lightweight.
We also want the device and the information it provides
to be given to a user in a way that is unobtrusive and
can be personal to a user.
The user will not always be able to get very close to the
object of interest, therefore the device has to have some
range that it can still operate correctly. To incorporate
a camera and a RADAR, we also need to be able to have
a decent view an object of interest as much as possible
therefore we have to have a minimum range.
The device should last more than one usage, and it
should last long enough to not feel it is a burden to
have to charge constantly. With this requirement, we
estimate that the device will be able to last at most
one work day (8 hours) of moderate usage or more than
one day of sporadic usage. There is also a trade-off of
battery size and weight, and we do not want to encumber a user more than necessary with an excessively large
battery just to have a long battery life.

Table 4.1: Hardware Requirements and explanations for them
We note that the 0.5m requirement stems primarily from the RADAR which below
this threshold does not produce accurate distance measurements from which our clas-
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sification features draw from.

Ideally, we would give a maximum detection range

rather than a minimum one and permit users to walk up to the object of interest
and essentially be able to tap it. In future work, we would like to explore utilizing
different features of the radar signals that do not depend on the distance measurements. We could maybe implement a scanning and feature extraction scheme that
switches based on the distance that the object is from the radar (when the object
falls below the minimum distance we could try and use some of the features described
in RADARCAT, or turn off the radar to avoid erroneous features).

4.2.2

Design

4.2.2.1

Concept Design

With these requirements in mind, we set out to make some initial sketches and designs of the system and some formulation of the sensing capabilities that we should
incorporate.
In the sketch we can see an initial design of the chassis being a bracelet.

Here we

envision dividing the system in two: the top half containing the power system, and the
bottom half containing the sensor/processing system. We envision that the system
utilizes magnets to serve as connectors between the bottom and top halves.

An

example of a mechanism such as this one can be seen in the project WristQue[79].
We also note that the device is intended to have a relatively small profile from the
bottom so as to not be too obtrusive.
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Figure 4-1: Initial sketch for the Hover bracelet
4.2.2.2

Computer Aided Concept Design Model

With a bracelet and the initial sketch in mind, we utilized Autodesk Fusion 360 to
make a simple 3D sketch of the hardware of how we envisioned the device to be.
We once again envision a system that is divided into two pieces: a top part that
would contain any status indicators, the system's battery, and sensing mechanisms to
detect when a user is "hovering" over an item of interest so as to enable the processing
component; and a bottom part that would contain the sensor array and the processing
component.
In Figure 4-3 we see this initial computer aided design (CAD) sketch of the system
and how the sensors could be arranged. We opted to put them close together to save
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Fig. 2.

The WdstQue separated intfo its two halves. The electronics are in
the top half (left), and the battery in the bottom (rigt).

Figure 4-2: WristQue connection mechanism
[79]
as much space as we could and so that it would be easy to arrange them in such a
way that they would point towards the same area. We will justify the sensors that
we settled upon to be in the bracelet in the next subsection.

Battery

Gesture Recognition

Copper and
Magnets
for wearing and
conduction

Status Indicators

~.---Camera

Wi-Fi
Bluetooth GPS

Spectrometer

Radar

Figure 4-3: Initial concept model for the Hover bracelet
As can be seen in the concept design, the power source for the bracelet was to be separated in the top half, and joined with some copper and magnets on the bottom half.
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The reason for this was that the user could take the bracelet off easily by separating
the magnets. By making a bracelet we believe that we would be making a device
that would not draw too much attention, that could be equipped and unequipped
fairly easily, and that the user could control, with his or her arm, where the device is
pointed to.
As a side note, we chose to present the relevant contextual information that a user
queries of an object as an audio augmentation. In particular, we envisioned that it
would be presented through bone conduction, because this way we would not interrupt
the user's normal audio, and we would be able to relay it in a manner that both feels
is personalized to the individual.
We made some research for principles that we could incorporate in our design of the
wearable and found some guidelines/rules of thumb for these[104][38]:

" Avoid an avalanche of data
" Keep the device glance-able
" Try non-visual communication of information
" Balance public and personal information in device
" Design for offline
" Wrist is a viable location for a wearable
" Augment rather than replace

We believe that with the decisions we have taken so far that we have abided by most
of these rules of thumb. We limit the information given to a user to only that of the
item of interest and present it only when a user queries it. Additionally, we deliver
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this information privately and personally to a user through audio. We place the device
in a position that is acceptable to a great majority of users(wrist [38]) and that any
status indicator can be easily seen.
As we will see in a later subsection, we also take into account that the user may be
offline and we will try to localize as much of the computation as possible because of
this. Lastly, we are augmenting a user's experience of discovering or remembering
information about his or her environment, rather than replacing it with a device that
will stop them in their tracks to be able to retrieve the information or over encumber
them throughout their day.

4.2.2.3

Interaction

We designed the interactions to mimic the hover tooltip in a computer. This is a small
popup that rises whenever a user in a computer system with a graphical interfaces
moves the mouse over an item of interest. This popup usually gives some sort of a
description of what the item is. We see an example of this in figure 4-4.
R- Too!Tp--AdancedSample...

. .......

Editor a;

Open file
Search your computer or local network
a fle and open for editing

or

Pres

F1

re

hetp

Figure 4-4: Hover tooltip

[6]
To mimic this interaction in the real world, we envisioned that a user could "hover"
over an item of interest.

This would encompass the user pointing his arm in the

direction of the object of interest and somehow receive the information. To visualize
this, we present figure 4-5. To make the information reception discreet, we envisioned
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that it would be provided through audio and ideally through bone conduction to make
it an augmented audio reality application, as the user would have the information in
conjunction with the sounds of his or her environment.

Figure 4-5: Sample Interaction of System - Bracelet with sensors is pointed at the
object of interest.

We wanted to make the response of the system automatic, where the user simply
raised his hand, and a digital assistant would guide them through and provide the
information or register items into the system if they are not found. In the implementation however we simplify this interaction slightly to serve as a proof of concept. We
add a wired controller with a button to toggle the querying. Additionally in the implementation, we utilize an open source intelligent assistant to relay the information
back to a user.
In the case of adding an object into the system, the interaction that we had envisioned
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was that the assistant would ask the user for some information on the object such as
a name and some details about it and guide the user along the activity of scanning
the item. We talk about this more in the software subsection.

4.2.2.4

Sensor Selection

Based on the literature review that we did, we opted to select the sensors that are
listed in table 4.2.

Figure 4-6: Infineon 24Ghz BGT 24 Solid State Millimeter wave radar chip
[31]
These sensors can be used from the distance that we had proposed as a requirement,
and the combination seems robust enough to operate under a variety of lighting and
environmental conditions.

Each one of the sensors has literature that shows how

they have been used for classification tasks. Additionally, they are low-powered and
could be utilized in a wearable application like Hover (see Chapter 2 for the relevant
literature on each). We also proposed to utilize some sort of a location mechanism
(GPS or Wi-Fi or Bluetooth signals) to be able to narrow down the possible objects
in an environment as much as possible to limit the amount of computation that needs
to be done in the bracelet.
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Sensor

Multi-Spectral Camera

Millimeter-wave Radar

Multi-Spectral
trometers

Spec-

Selection Reasoning
Object recognition through images is currently the state
of the art for the object recognition general problem. In
addition to this, a multi-spectral camera (we define it as
a camera that is capable of capturing images in spectral
ranges additional to the visible spectrum) can be utilized to give additional information about a scene[40].
In our case, we are looking to expand the spectrum that
the camera can capture with the Near Infra-Red (NIR)
spectrum. This sensing methodology should be robust
enough to tackle most of the detection scenarios.
Advances in electronics fabrication have helped bring
the size of millimeter wave chips to mere millimeters[74]
as we can see in Figure 4-6. These form factors have
enabled the use of millimeter wave radar in humancomputer interaction applications. Recently, millimeter
wave radar chipsets have been utilized for object detection in close range[115]. We are incorporating this
sensing modality, because it has been shown, at least
in close range, to be able to finely discriminate between
objects regardless of the lighting conditions. We would
essentially be utilizing an object's backscatter off of the
radar's transmitted waves.
Visible and Near Infra-Red Reflectance spectroscopy has
been used for material classification of solids[57] and
liquids[601.
Chipsets have, similar to the millimeter
wave radars, been shrunk down to mere millimeters and
can now be used in mobile, power-constrained, applications. These can be utilized to give us an idea about the
material composition of the object that we would like to
identify.

Table 4.2: Sensor selection and reasoning

4.2.3

Implementation

To design the chassis of our system, we first proceeded to find actual components and
once we had an idea of how they were shaped, we proceeded to design the body that
would house these electronics.
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4.2.3.1

Electronics

Due to time constraints, we wanted to find as many off the shelf systems as we
could to incorporate in our project. We first began looking for the processing unit
that we would utilize.

We wanted this unit to be physically small, have wireless

capabilities (Bluetooth, Wi-fi), and that could be put in a sleep mode or have very
little power consumption while idle. We wanted a unit that was capable of switching
between a high power, high speed mode using all of its available resources for a small
amount of time, and a low power wait state. With this in mind, we set out to find
some hardware, and eventually settled on the NanoPi Neo Air[55 (Figure 4-7. The
device has 4 cores, 2 USB connections, 2 additional UART serial connections, Wifi,
and Bluetooth. Although the recommended power supply for this device is a 5V/2A
connection, the device can be underclocked and its usage can be reduced considerably.
Another very useful aspect about this system is that it runs a full scale Ubuntu 16.04
32-bit operating system. This helps us in the software development because we can
test most of our software in an Ubuntu machine and deploy easily to the NanoPi Neo

Air.
With the processing unit selected, we moved on to select the actual components for
the sensing modalities that we had decided upon. We began with the camera. We
had initially set out to use the OpenMV[21](Figure 4-8) system to handle the image
processing on a discrete system.
However, due to size and computing capability constraints we switched to the FA202-Camera. [10] (Figure 4-9) We switched to the FA-202 Camera because we opted to
do the image processing within the Nanopi Neo Air, rather than on a slower, memory
constrained environment such as what the OpenMV camera provided. Additionally
the size of the hardware for the FA-202 camera was significantly smaller and therefore
we could reduce the size of the body.
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Figure 4-7: NanoPi Neo Air
[18]

Figure 4-8: OpenMV Camera

[21]
The FA-202 camera is also a USB plug and play device, which would be easily wired
and interfaced with the Air, rather than have to set up a UART communication
scheme as we would have to with the OpenMV camera. Software-wise we can interface
with the camera using OpenCV. It is worthwhile to mention that both cameras have
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Figure 4-9: FA-202 2MP Camera
[10]
a standard M12*0.5 mount that could be utilized to replace the lens. We use this
mount to replace the lens that the camera brings with an JR-capable lens that makes
the camera a broadband camera (takes both the visible and IR spectrum). We do
this by removing the JR cut filter that the lens brings using a heat gun to undo the
glue that binds it. The camera resolution can range from 320*240 up to 1600*1200.
We note here that the camera hardware that we are utilizing is not a true multispectral camera.

A true multi-spectral camera would have dedicated sensors for

specific wavelengths for each pixel in the camera. It is important to note however
that these true multi-spectral cameras are expensive, tend to have a lower resolution,
and are typically larger. One example is the Silios CMS series cameras [24].
Now that we have the camera hardware decided, we moved on to the spectrometer
hardware. Advances in hardware have resulted in single chip, low-powered spectrometers such as the AMS AS7262 and AS7263 sensors. We looked into acquiring the
demo boards for these two sensors as they provided a working system that we could
interface through UART simply to acquire readings and configure. They also come
in a small form factor that makes them especially useful for small applications like
the Hover system.
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Figure 4-10: AS726X Demo Kit
[4]
The the AS7262 and AS7263 are single-chip spectrometers that capture the intensity
of the wavelengths in the visible and Near Infra Red (NIR) spectrum, respectively.
We selected both of these chips because they are low powered, occupy very little space
and can give us a fairly large window of the light spectrum to analyze. They are also
have an implemented command system that can permit the control and configuration
of them through UART commands or 12C. This in turn for us means that we have
simple interfacing with the NanoPi Neo Air which is also capable of interfacing with
these protocols. These sensors have LED controllers to shine a light on an object of
interest and receive the response. We got an JR LED for the 7263 sensor and a 5700k
LED for the 7262 sensor.
The last sensor that we utilized was Infineon's BGT24MTR11 in the form factor
of the Distance2go board. This is a millimeter wave, bi-static radar that operates
in the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) 24 GHz band.
of 250MHz.

It has a bandwidth

This board can be utilized to measure the distance of an object from

the antennae, detect presence in a room, and many others. In contrast with other
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boards that were offered by Infineon, this one offers hardware Frequency Modulated
Continuous Wave (FMCW) operation. We require the FMCW operation to be able
get accurate distance measurements and in turn to sense correctly the backscatter of
an object to be able to characterize it.

Figure 4-11: Distance2go board

As we were searching for millimeter wave radars, we noted that there are very few
options in this area currently, although there are many products in design/production
phase. The most prevalent, yet elusive for purchase is Google's project SOLI (whose
chipset is produced by Infineon). We were not able to secure one of these, however
looking into the inner workings of the Soli, we noticed that Infineon offered a different
frequency, yet similar solid state radar chip called the BGT24 and searching for
existing boards that incorporated the sensor, we finally found the distance2go board.
This chipset operates in the 24GHz band and has fewer transmit/receive antennas
than the Soli. It is also less precise due to the lower bandwidth (250MHz vs 6GHz)
and longer wavelength. This board can communicate with other devices through a
USB connection and. is low powered.
In addition to these sensors, we opted to use a small expansion board for the NanoPi

Neo Air called the LipoShim, and another board called the Adafruit 259, USB LiIon/LiPoly Charger, v1.2. The LipoShim expansion allows for easy wiring of the Air
board to a Lipo battery. We note that the maximum current that can be supplied by
this expansion is 1500mA. In the power measurements that we take this is enough to
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supply our entire system.

Figure 4-12: LipoShim Power Board
[16]
The Adafruit 259 board lets us easily charge a LiPo battery with an attached additional load.

Figure 4-13: Adafruit 259 Charger
[1]
Additionally to simplify the interactions of our system, we incorporated a wired controller with a button and two LEDs (one red and one green). The wiring can be seen
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in appendix A. The green led will be on whenever the system is ready to scan and
provide information. The red led will be on whenever the system is scanning and the
user should not move his or her hand. Both LEDs will be on and alternating if the
system has finished scanning but is still processing.

Figure 4-14: Wired Controller

4.2.3.2

Wiring

An image of the wiring can be seen in appendix A. This does not include the LipoShim
as this is simply placed over the corresponding pins in the Nano Pi, and serves no
other purpose rather than to provide power to the system. The diagram also does not
include the charger, as once again this simply provides a means to charge the battery
and offers no additional functionality.
We connected both the camera and the radar to the NanoPi's on board USB terminals,
and we connected the 2 spectrometers to the NanoPi's UART terminals. We had to
de-solder the pins that were in the spectrometers to allow for better placement in the
body. We replaced the pins with cables that connect directly to the NanoPi.
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We note that both the spectrometers are connected to the NanoPi's 3.3V power
supply, and that the Radar and Camera are connected to the 5V power supply in the

NanoPi.
For the small wired controller that we mentioned in the previous subsection, we make
a simple LED circuit (resistor + LED) for each one of the LEDs, and a simple button
circuit (button + resistor).

4.2.3.3

Power

Here we describe the power consumption of the device and the run times on different
power levels. The formulas that were used to calculate the run times are the following:
Battery Life = Battery Capacity in mAh

/

Load Current in mA * 0.70

(The factor of 0.7 makes allowances for external factors which can affect battery
life.) [7]
State

Enabled Devices

Wattage

1200mAh Battery
Runtime

2500mAh Battery
Runtime

Standby

Nothing

7HRS

14.58HRS

Standby

Radar

5.13V, 0.12A,
0.61W
5.13V, 0.36A,

2.33 HRS

4.86HRS

1.2HRS

2.5HRS

1.53W

Data

Col-

lection

Spectrometers,

5.13V, 0.70A,

Radar, Camera

3.59W

- Table 4.3: Power for devices and run times without optimization

The readings in table 4.3 are without any optimization whatsoever.

The wattage

calculations were performed using the maximum value of the usage current, and
connecting the device to a dedicated power supply rather than a battery. The readings
(current and voltage) were taken by connecting the system to a digital power meter
tester.
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Figure 4-15: Digital power meter setup

To this end, we wanted the device to be able to last longer while on standby, so as to
have an overall longer battery life and meet our hardware requirements. Currently,
without any optimizations, the device on a regular standby mode will have the radar
powered on and whatever frequency the governor assigns to the processor. Since the
radar is connected through a USB connection to the NanoPi, we have two options, we
can either implement through software a sleep mode for the radar, or through hardware connect the radar's power supply to a transistor and use it to switch on and off
the board. To address the NanoPi processor frequency issue, we implement through
software a user-defined governor that switches the processor from lowest frequency
(120MHz) to the highest frequency (1GHz) whenever the system leaves standby mode
to collect readings or interactions. We leave as future work the development of a sleep
mode for the radar, although note that a simple switching circuit with a transistor for
the power supply of the radar may be a viable alternative. We also leave for future
work of putting the entire NanoPi in a sleep mode and waking it with an interrupt
routine through some external monitoring system such as a micro-controller with an
accelerometer to detect when a user raises his or her hand to scan an item.

4.2.3.4

Body

Now that we have the sensors that we will utilize, we proceeded to design a body to
house them all. We first began to design a small enclosure that would only house
the sensors. The purpose of this was to get a feel of the resulting form factor. Here
we show the progression of this sensor holder.
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We designed the holder in Fusion

360 and printed it in a Makerbot Ultimaker. We first started designing with the 2
spectrometers, the OpenMV camera, and the Sense2GoL radar. We later realized that
the Sense2GoL board was only useful to detect movement/presence, and switched it
for the distance2go board.

Figure 4-16: Initial Sensor Holder Design

In figure 4-16 we can see the simple sensor holder that we mentioned.

This was

a compact sensor holder that would have the camera (in this design the OpenMV
camera) on the top, the spectrometers on the side and the radar (in this design the
sense2go board) in the center. The design would be able to target objects directly in
front of it. It was a simple way to hold all of the sensors together.
We 3D printed this design to try it out with the sensors. The printed holder can be
seen in figure 4-17. We noted here that the spectrometers could miss a target very
simply because of the spacing between them. To remedy this, we refined our design
to what can be seen in figure 4-18
Once more, we 3D printed this design to verify that it worked, and we can see the
resulting model in figure 4-19.

However in this design now we could scan objects

only directly in front of us because the angling, although a few degrees, made the
spectrometers focus on an object approximately 1.5" in front of the holder. We noted
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Figure 4-17: Initial Sensor Holder Fabrication

Figure 4-18: Angled Initial Sensor Holder Design
that we may need to decrease the angle in future iterations.
Now that we had a good idea of how the sensors-would be positioned, we proceeded
to design the complete bracelet that would hold both the sensors and the NanoPi Air.
This can be seen in figure 4-20.
We proceeded to fabricate half of this design (just the bottom part which held the
sensors and the NanoPi). We can see this in figure 4-21. Upon fabricating this, it was
clear to see that we were very tight on spacing which could produce some problems
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Figure 4-19: Angled Initial Sensor Holder Fabrication

Figure 4-20: Initial Bracelet Design
as we were developing.
To allow for easier development, we opted to make an enclosure that would be easier
to move around and carry. For this we made what we can see in figure 4-22. Here everything was well spaced and we could work with this while we tested the components
and the software.
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Figure 4-21: Initial Bracelet Fabrication

Figure 4-22: Simplified, spaced Box Design

We then proceeded to fabricate this, once more with a 3D printer, and load all our
components in it. We can see this in figure 4-23
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Figure 4-23: Simplified, spaced Box Implementation
Soon after this, we discovered that the Sense2go radar that we were using was not
useful for our application.' Because of this, we had to redesign our holder to hold the
much larger Distance2go board. To keep the entire thing relatively small, we decided
to split the radar board and the 2 spectrometers and the camera. We put the radar
board in the center of our new holder, and the camera and spectrometers on the side
in a column. We the angled the column to be able to target things at least 0.5m away.
We note that the spectrometers are facing forward without any angling of themselves
which means that they do not focus on the same point. In a future design we hope
to correct this. We can see our final design in figure 4-24

Figure 4-24: Final Box Design
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Here although we could optimize the volume a bit more, we had some flexibility for
the wiring and for handling any internal components. We made some side openings
to be able to connect batteries, and cables if needed to our external components or
to put out some cables for debugging. In this new redesign, the camera is placed on
top of the spectrometers to optimize slightly the height of the entire holder.

Figure 4-25: Final Bracelet Design
We then proceeded to 3D print this box, and design the bracelet part. We made them
separate and glued them together to simplify the fabrication. In figure 4-25 we can
see the bracelet part of the system. We left openings on the sides to be able to put
a coupling mechanism (magnets). It is important to note that in here we discarded
(due to time constraints) the idea of having a 2 part system (battery/some monitoring
on top, and, the processing on the bottom). In future work we hope to incorporate
this for overall tidiness of the system.

We also hope to print the body in a higher

resolution printer that would make the overall appearance better.
We note that the form factor is larger than what we had originally envisioned. With
a smaller implementation of the radar board, we could shrink the size of the system
considerably.

We added some sponges on the bracelet part to be able to give a
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Figure 4-26: Final Bracelet Implementation
tighter/more stable fit. In figure 4-27 we can see the device being worn.

Figure 4-27: Final Bracelet

In a future iteration, we hope to redistribute the components or find smaller radar
hardware, in such a way as to reduce the form factor further. Additionally, we hope
to align all the sensors so as to take the reading of a point rather than of an area.
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Currently, the radar scans in the shape of a horizontal donut in front of it, the
spectrometers a point, and the camera a square. We would want the spectrometers
to point to the same point so as to read the same object, whereas where they are
now, we hope that the object is at least 2 inches tall and that its surface is even.

4.2.3.5

User Interface

The interactions that a user performs to interface with the system have been simplified
from what was originally given in the design section. We originally wanted users to
be able raise their hand and activate the system (scan or register items). Due to time
constraints, we implemented a wired controller that has a button that when pressed
once scans an item, and when pressed twice would proceed to guide a user to register
(train an item) into the system.
Once the system is turned on, a green LED in the controller lights up to indicate
that the system is ready for input. It will remain on until the device is shut down.
We leave for future work an interaction to turn the system off. Whenever the user
presses the button once, the system will proceed to scan the item that is in front of
the user. Whenever the system is scanning, the red light turns on to indicate that the
user should hold his or her arm steady. When the system is done scanning, it proceeds to perform feature extraction and classification to identify which item is being
scanned (this procedure is explained in more details in the client design subsection).
The user then gets audio feedback through a connected bluetooth speaker with the
information of the object or the assistant will say that there is no match. If a button
is pressed twice, the user is guided with the assistant to give a name and description
for the item that he or she is scanning.

The data is then passed to the server to

train the model, and store its information. The assistant that was utilized was the
Mycroft open source assistant. Two modules, a training and classification module,
were implemented to handle the aforementioned procedures.
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These are detailed in

the design and implementation of the software in the following section.

4.3

Software

In this section we will go into details of the software architecture and implementation
for the Hover system. This will include any firmware developed for the sensors, the
software for the wristband master system, and the software for the remote processing
system.

4.3.1

Requirements

In this subsection we present the requirements that we defined for the software. These
requirements were devised with the hardware requirements in mind.
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Software Requirement

Modular Sensor Interfaces

Modularized Data Pipeline

Local and Remote Processing

Intelligent Assistant Incorporation

Explanation and Reasoning
With a modular sensor system, we would be able to
quickly incorporate a sensor into our system, by implementing an interface for that sensor. This would make
our system a platform for sensing. This would also help
in the debugging aspect of the system, because the sensor failures could be localized to the individual sensor
components.
With a modular data pipeline, (this would involve reading collection, handling/passing, and reading processing) we could move our data from from collection to
preprocessing, to feature extraction, to classification in
a more simplified manner than having one large data
processing system.
We want to make the device process data as locally as
possible so as to eliminate the need for a network connection as much as possible, and reduce the latency of the
system as much as possible. However, sometimes if the
object of interest is not in the in device collection, then
we would be able to send our data to a remote server
for analysis and processing and receive our results.
The incorporation of an intelligent assistant would help
us in managing the user's interactions. We could be able
to handle with a good audio interface the presentation
of information, and other system actions.

Table 4.4: Software Requirements and explanations for them

4.3.2

Design

With our requirements set, we began to design the software that we would use. We
separated our system into a client-server configuration.

4.3.2.1

Client

The client in this case would be the Hover bracelet. We first began with the sensors.
To simplify our interfacing with different sensors, we decided to make an abstract class
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for the sensors. This would give us a uniform API for the sensors, while permitting
them to have private fields, and custom methods if needed for their functionality. In
this we also define and handle the states of a sensor. These states and their definitions
are:

" ON - The sensor is on and waiting to be utilized
" OFF - The sensor is off and needs to be turned on and configured
" SLEEP - The sensor was put to sleep and needs to be awakened
" IN- USE - The sensor is currently in use
" NOT-CONFIGURED - The sensor is powered on but not configured
" ERROR - The sensor is in an error state

The procedure to use sensors can be seen in figure 4-28. In brief, a sensor has to be
turned on, configured, and only then can be used or put to sleep. At any point if
an error occurs, then the sensor is put in an error state and must be restarted. In
appendix E we present the base class for the sensors.
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Figure 4-28: Sensor Workflow
To simplify the management of the sensors we designed a sensor manager that would
be able to perform the power on/off, configuration, and read procedure for all the
sensors. In addition to the sensor manager, we designed other managers that would
handle the analysis, networking, and overall, central system.
The central manager, which manages the overall system is in charge of starting up
the sensor manager, sending a signal to collect the data, packaging the data and
sending it to the analysis manager which can either locally or remotely classify the
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data. It sends the data to remote classification in the case that the probability of
the classification is less than 30%. To do the remote classification, there is a network
manager. This manager is in charge of sending data for classification and retrieving
the resulting class, and retrieving remote models if the user's position (currently IP
address for simplicity) changes.
Additionally it can upload data (readings, object name and information) to a remote
server to train it. The analysis manager will contain a trained model of the objects
that are found in a specific area and with the highest amount of matches.

The

device will always start up with a model to make it an offline capable device (have
no dependency to the network).
The analysis manager has the control flow shown in figure 4-29 for classification.
As we can see in figure 4-29, we have a class that is dedicated to the feature extraction
of a specific sensor. This way we can further develop the system as a platform for
multi-modal sensing for classification of objects.
Similarly, to train a system remotely, the sensor manager collects some data readings,
and proceeds to send them to a remote server along with a class name and some
contextual information about the object of interest. This is guided by the Mycroft
assistant. The assistant will ask for the pieces of information and once it has them,
proceeds to send them to the server.

The remote server proceeds to perform the

feature extraction and model training along with the uniting the object with the
given information. The system in the wristband will have a local model always (from
startup) and can request others from the server.
The client will also contain a module to handle the interactions with the intelligent
assistant. The module will be in charge of supplying commands from the user and
receiving the audio results.

In our system the user starts the interaction with the

intelligent assistant by pressing the button in the wired controller. With one press,
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the user receives information about the scanned object narrated by the assistant.
The assistant is passed a key phrase requesting the information about a specific item,
and the classification module that was implemented for the assistant is in charge of
looking up the relevant information from a database, and relaying the information
in a phrase. With two presses, the assistant will tell the user that he or she wants
to register the object in question and that the user supplies a name. The name is
confirmed, and then the assistant tells the user to give some information about the
item. The assistant once more confirms the information and proceeds to tell the user
to scan the item a few times in different positions. Once more the training module
in the assistant is in charge of handling this interaction.
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4.3.2.2

Server

The server in our client-server architecture was designed to, when needed, train and
give out models of different objects. It can also be utilized to classify data if asked,
in the case that the bracelet is not confident in its prediction, against more objects.
The server also contains an instance of the intelligent assistant to be able to provide
additional contextual information.
The server will have an analysis component that will be identical to the one in the
client. However, this one will have access to more data, as it will be in more capable
hardware. And similar to the client, will have an interface for the intelligent assistant
to make and receive queries.

4.3.3

Implementation

Programming Language and Configuration
To simplify the development process, we opted to use Python as our development
language.

Since in our client we are running in an Ubuntu 16.04 ARM platform

(NanoPI Neo Air), we are capable of running Python as we would in a normal machine.
We are not depending on any critical timing situations, and opt to not use a faster
language such as C/C++. In addition to simplifying our development, we are also able
to implement, if needed, C based modules that interface with Python for speedups.
Lastly, there are many machine learning and computer vision libraries that are well
known and trusted that are based or have an interface in Python.
We followed the design that we had proposed in the previous sections to have a couple
of managers that run the system. We implemented the central manager, the sensor
manager, the analysis manager, and the network manager. The central manager is
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the one that starts up the other managers, and gives them commands (local or remote
classification, adding objects, etc.). The sensor manager as described previously, goes
through all of the sensors passing any configuration needed.
In our system, we utilized the JSON format to make our configurations. We had one
entry in the JSON dictionary for each manager that would permit us to pass custom
parameters. In the case of the sensors, we utilized this to pass which serial terminal the
spectrometers would be in, the baud rate to be able to interface with the sensor, the
name and the amount of readings to take. We can see an example of a configuration
file in appendix B. In this configuration we also include any normalization factors
that we may need.
Sensor Interfacing
To interface with our sensors, in particular with the spectrometers, we utilize the
PySerial Python library. This library lets us connect to a UART protocol in a port and
be able to exchange information. The spectrometers have a simple UART protocol
that can be found in their datasheets through which they can be configured and
queried. In the case of the radar, we are provided with a C interface, directly from
Infineon, that we simply call a binary from our Python code and receive the radar
data in in-phase (I) and quadrature

(Q)

readings. Lastly, for our camera, we interface

with it using the OpenCV interface for a camera. This simplifies our processes later
because the resulting data is immediately processable by the OpenCV library.
Machine Learning
For our machine learning functionality we opted to use the well known Scikit-Learn
library [87].

To be able to interface with this library, we utilize Numpy [107] to

format the data that will be ingested by the classification algorithms. Additionally,
in the case of the Radar data processing, we utilize Scipy [64] and Numpy for the
FFT algorithms and the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) algorithm, and the
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python-speech-features library for the calculation of the MFCC features.

We will

explain this in the next subsection.
Server Framework and Intelligent Assistant
For our server, we decided to utilize flask as a base.
that can handle concurrent requests.

Flask is a simple http server

Lastly, for our intelligent assistant, we opted

to utilize the open source Mycroft project. This provides us with a stable framework
to process queries and reply with an audio engine. It also has a simple messaging
interface with Python that we can utilize to handle our queries.

4.3.3.1

Feature Extraction

Radar
For the radar sensor, we perform 15, 250 ADC readings of the I-Q signal from a Radar
chirp. This chirp is a sawtooth signal that is frequency modulated with bandwidth
of 220MHz, and a duration of 1500us. The sampling rate is 166kHz. We begin to
process our signal by scaling it.

Q

mean) from each I and

Q

We first subtract the mean (the I mean and the

element and multiply it by a factor being the IF scale

factor. We do this to mimic the signal processing that is done to perform an FFT
by the Infineon Radar API. This factor is defined as 16 *

3-.

Once we have scaled

our signal, we multiply it by a Blackman window and zero pad the resulting signal to
1024 entries. On this windowed and .padded signal, we then proceed to do our feature
extraction operations.
The features that we extract from this radar reading are the range-doppler maps
and the high range resolution profiles. To extract the range-doppler maps we first
perform a 2D FFT on the grouped, filtered 15 entries. We then perform an inverse
1D transform along the entry axis to compact the data into the time domain. Every
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time we perform the FFT operations we perform an orthogonal normalization on the
results to give us a normalized resulting vector. Since the range-doppler maps result
in a large amount of data, we reduce the dimensionality of this data using Principal
Component Analysis to 30 principal components per each of the entries.
In addition to this, we tried experimenting on utilizing speech features such as the
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) as features to identify objects. The
reasoning for this was that the signal is very time varying, and the MFCCs can be
utilized to analyze this quality of the signal to characterize the object that causes this
in the signal. We concatenate the results of the PCA reduction with the high range
resolution profile, and the average of the 15 calculations of the MFCCs, normalize
them, and pass them on to our classifier.
We note that although these features are shown in other work to give good discrimination abilities, in our work we find that they are too noisy and varying to actually
discriminate. This could possibly be improved if a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
were used instead of the bi-static one that we are utilizing, or if we had a larger
bandwidth, and possibly worked on a higher frequency band that could permit for
more, smaller antennas.
Spectrometer
For the spectrometers we took a much simpler approach. Each reading of each spectrometer produces 6 values.

These correspond to different regions that the sensor

monitors. In other words, each sensor has 6 detectors inside. The sensors have to
spend a certain amount of time (which is defined in the sensor's datasheet) to acquire and convert the readings. This is called the integration time, which we set for
2.8*100ms for the spectrometers to have enough time to acquire a reading. Additionally, we have to wait twice this time for the readings to pass correctly into the
sensor's memory (all the detectors are processed).
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These readings are queried through a UART interface. Once we have these readings,
we normalize them by dividing them by a factor of 1000 (Visual band sensor) and
by a factor of 10 (IR band sensor).

This factor was found by taking readings of

various bright and dark objects to find a range of values that the sensor could have.
These normalization factors depend on the ambient illumination and would ideally
need to be re-calibrated depending on the environments that we operate in. We leave
it for future work to add a calibration procedure for the intelligent assistant, or to
automate the calibration with some sort of ambient light sensor that we could map
the normalization factors to. We take two measurements in each of the spectrometers
and in addition to saving both of the measurements, we save the average value of
each measurement, and the root mean square of each measurement. We also save the
average of both measurements and the global maximum of both of the measurements.
We take all of this into one vector that we then pass on to our classifier.
Multi-Spectral Camera
For the multi-spectral camera, we take 3 pictures and from each proceed to extract
a descriptor.

We initially were going to utilize the ORB descriptor, however, we

would need to implement a different clustering technique rather than K-means as the
binary descriptor's distance metrics would need to be tailored towards binary. We
would need a Hamming distance metric rather than a K-Means. For the sake of time,
we utilized the SIFT descriptor from the OpenCV library. We limit the descriptor
generation algorithm to 3000 points to slightly control the size of the data that we
use.
When we train the system, we build a vocabulary of visual words as described in
chapter 3 from which we would make a normalized histogram of the new descriptors'
cluster assignment to these centers in the data. To build the visual vocabulary, we
find the centroids of K clusters within the descriptors of all the images using vector
quantized K (K=750) means clustering. The centroids correspond to the words in the
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visual vocabulary. Once we have this visual vocabulary we can do a cluster assignment
to new descriptors and from this generate the histograms of the frequency of the visual
vocabulary.

The results of these histograms are normalized from the quantization

operations.
We note that the computation of the clustering is expensive and can take some minutes to complete for a large amount of descriptors. In future work, we would limit
the amount of descriptors to make the computation faster. With ORB descriptors we
could optimize this operation further. Once we have the histograms of the content
of the visual words, we group these together into a vector that gets sent on to the
classifier.

4.3.3.2

Classification

Once we have all of the feature vectors from the individual sensors, we pass them on
to our classifier. In a later chapter we will demonstrate the performance of different
classifiers in our task. In general we opted to use a Random Forest classifier for our
task as this method is non-parametric and is fast to train and classify. It is important
to note that the vectors that get passed on to the classifier all exist within the same
normalized (maximum of 1 and minimum of 0) space.

4.3.3.3

Intelligent Assistant Interfacing

We implement two modules (also called skills) in Mycroft that are in charge of handling training and classification.

In our client we implement a manager that is in

charge of interacting with the Mycroft skills. The way this interaction is performed
is with a messaging bus that triggers the intelligent assistant.

The manager then

proceeds to wait until an action completed message (which signifies that the assistant
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has completed the interaction), or a data message which would then trigger scanning
from the device.
The Mycroft skills listen to the user's audio and respond to key phrases in the audio
or take whatever the user speaks as an input. The skills are written in Python. We
write the phrases that the assistant will speak for the modules to work correctly. We
control when the assistant speaks or listens during the skill interaction. We write the
key phrases that trigger the skills and pass in parameters. When the skills finish, they
send out a message to the messaging bus that lets the client know that the Mycroft
interaction is complete.

4.3.3.4

Object Classification and Contextual Information

As a proof of concept system, we decided to implement the contextual information as
information taken from a database. To simplify our system, we utilized a small, local
database called TinyDB. TinyDB is a document oriented database written in Python.
The documents in this database have 2 fields: classname, and information. Whenever
the system performs a classification, we pass the class name as a query parameter,
and retrieve the information associated with this. We perform this operation as a
skill within the Mycroft assistant.

4.3.3.5

Object Registration

To train items into the system, users double tap the button in the controller. This
will bring up the Intelligent Assistant that will ask them what is the name of the
item. Once the user finishes giving the name, the user will tap the button once to
send this name to the assistant. The assistant then proceeds to ask the user for some
contextual information about the object (such as usage, details, etc.). Once the user
is finished providing the information, they can press the button and move on to the
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next task. The assistant will then give the user some tips on how to record the object
and tell them to tap the button every time that they want to add a reading. When
the user reaches a pre-determined amount of readings (in our case 20), the assistant
will proceed to tell the user that the process is complete and send the data up to the
server for training and storing of the contextual information. Once the training is
done, the device downloads a newer model with the contextual information.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation

"True genius resides in the capacity for evaluation of uncertain, hazardous, and conflicting information."
Winston Churchill

5.1

Overview

In this chapter we will talk about the way we have evaluated the Hover system. We
decided to evaluate the user interactions with the system to see if it is a feasible alternative to head mounted devices and cellphones and the system's actual performance
to see how the sensor fusion compares to a single sensor (camera) approach.

5.2

User Study

In this section we focus on evaluating the user interaction aspect of the project. In
the experiment we put the participants in a predetermined environment to identify
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a set of objects. By doing this, we evaluated how users would feel about the devices
in the general task of identifying some objects. This task was meant to simulate an
information gathering situation such as when a user is in a museum, or when a user
would be shopping and trying to find additional information on an item of interest.

5.2.1

Protocol

In this subsection we describe the protocol that we followed when performing the user
study. We recruited 20 people for the study.
We began the study by giving users an electronic form to fill out to get an understanding of the user's background, technological familiarity and usage, and some
demographics information such as age and gender. After this, we proceed to train the
users, in a randomized order, with either a mobile phone, a Microsoft Hololens, or the
Hover device. In the order that we train the devices is the order that the participants
will utilize them.
The training that we give is as follows. In the case of the smartphone, it is simply
an application that a user points towards an object of interest, taps a button, and
receives the information spoken back through Google's smart assistant through some
headband headphones. The application also displays an alert with the information
that got read back to them. We run this application in a Samsung Galaxy Note 8.
We use this same phone for our performance testing later on.
In the case of the Hololens, the application is based on Wordsense[106].

A user

performs the air tap gesture while he aims at an object of interest, and the information
is relayed back to him through spoken audio (using the Hololens' text to speech) and
the name of the object appears on top of it.
Lastly in the case of the hover device, the user simply hovers directly in front of an
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Figure 5-1: Test application screenshots

Figure 5-2: Wordsense application

object of interest, and in this case, for simplicity, presses a button to scan an object.
When the object data is processed, the user is given this information back through
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spoken audio transmitted through a bone conduction headphone.

Figure 5-3: Hover study interaction

[106
We proceed to ask the users whether the volume is OK for them and whether the
headphone is comfortable, and if not, we proceed to adjust accordingly until the
user is satisfied. If the user is not satisfied, an external speaker will be utilized and
adjusted accordingly, and if that fails then the user will be given the option to read
the information in a paper. After this, the users will be asked whether or not flash is
OK to use and we proceed to enable or disable flash accordingly.
For our test, the participants are instructed to stand in a spot marked with an X and
identify the object that is placed in front of them. They hear the information that
is spoken to them, and proceed to move on to the next X spot and scan the object
in front of them and hear the information. They repeat this until they scan all the
items that were in the set with the device they were given. We time the interactions
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Figure 5-4: Study Devices
to see which device took the least amount of time. They repeat this with each of the
devices. Each set contains 3 items. The first of the items is an item that the users
can easily recognize and the other 2 are items that were different from the other sets
and randomized. For every user the order of the sets of items is randomized keeping
in mind that the first item is always recognizable.

Figure 5-5: Testing setup

Once the testing is done, we will give the users another electronic form to be able to
gauge the users response to the devices, and suggestions for the system. In appendix
C we present the survey questions that the participants had to fill out.
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5.2.2

Results and Discussion

Here we give the data for the results of the tests. The data will be presented in a
manner that cannot be traced back to individual users for privacy concerns.

5.2.2.1

Demographics

The demographics of the study were as follows. Of the participants in our study, 60%
were female and the other 40% were female. 55% of our participants were between
the ages of 18-24 and the other 45% were between the ages of 25-34.
Distribution of age

25-34
45%

18-24
55%

Observed Sample
Figure 5-6: Age distribution
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Distribuon of gender

Male: 40%
Female

~

Observed Sample
Figure 5-7: Gender distribution
5.2.2.2

Exercise Experience

The results presented in this subsection are based on a 5 point Likert scale. They are
based on the following questions:

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use
this system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
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10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

In addition to this, we asked the following qualitative questions to get some additional
information on their experience:

1. What did you like about this system?
2. What did you dislike about this system?
3. How would you improve this system?
4. How did this system compare to the others you used today?
5. Any additional comments?

We go individually through these questions to view the results. Each question was
rated with a 5 point Likert scale where 1 means Strongly Agree, 2 means Agree, 3
means Neutral, 4 means Disagree, and 5 means Strongly Disagree.
I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
Andrvid

1,6* 0.28

Holokm

3.15* 0553

Hover

I.O

29* 0.566
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Figure 5-8: Question 1 Result
In this question, we see that there is a statistically significant difference between the
results by utilizing an Anova test (p=2.3744e-05, F=(2,57)).

We move on to make

a Tukey HSD test to determine between which groups is the statistically significant
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difference and find that between the Hololens and the Hover device there is no significant difference (Tukey p=0.7), but there is a significant difference (Tukey p=0.001)
between each of these and the phone. The clear distinction to utilize the phone frequently can be attributed to it being so ingrained in society right now, and that most
if not all participants utilize their mobile phones for a variety of things and probably
on a daily basis.
I found the system unnecessarily complex.
4.5

Andmid

Holdens

32

0.517

3.55 - 0.442

Hover
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0.24
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Figure 5-9: Question 2 Result

In this question once more we perform an Anova test and find that there is a statistically significant difference between the groups (p=6.7223e-05, F=(2,57)), and proceed
once more to perform a Tukey test to determine where the differences actually lie.
As in the previous question, there is a statistically significant difference between the
phone and between the phone and Hover (Tukey p=0.0010053, p = 0.0037548 respectively) and it is insignificant between the wearables. Once more the phone tends to
have the better response, most likely due to the fact that we utilize them on a daily
basis and have a much better understanding of them.
I thought the system was easy to use.
Once more, we perform an Anova test and find that there is a statistically significant
difference in our results (p=0.0037, and F(2,57)). We perform a Tukey test to find
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Figure 5-10: Question 3 Result
the individual differences and we once again find that the difference between the

wearables is insignificant (Tukey p=0.7), but that between the Hololens and the
phone, and between the Hover and the Android there is a statistically significant
difference (Tukey p=0.004, and 0.03 respectively).

The application in the mobile

phone is clearly the most easy to use (once more due to the fact that mobile phones
are so ingrained in our daily lives), but if improved in future iterations, the hover
device may have a chance at being comparable with the phone. We note that the
overall means of this response say that all of the developed applications were easy to
use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to
use this system.
In this question, as in the first two, there is a clear distinction between the phones
and the wearables. We run an Anova test which says that there is a statistically
significant difference (p=0.0014) We then perform a Tukey test to find out that there
are once more significant differences between the Hololens and the phone (p=0.0079)
and the Hover and the phone (p=0.0024235), yet there are no significant differences
between the Hover device and the Hololens.
This significant difference with regards to the Hover and the mobile phone could
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Figure 5-11: Question 4 Result
possibly be attributed to the device could need some sort of a better tutorial or
more queues as to how to utilize it. This could possibly correspond with one of the
prevalent comments that was that the participants did not have a good impression
of where the device was pointed to.
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
Android

L6 40.466

HokoIens

2.2+ 0.288

I

Hover
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Figure 5-12: Question 5 Result

As in the other survey questions, we perform an Anova test to find out that there
is a significant difference among the responses (p=0.0231,F(2,57)), and proceed to
perform a Tukey test to find out where there are differences. The test shows that there

is a significant difference between the Phone and the Hover device (p=0.0254555), but
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that there is no significant difference between the wearables or between the Hololens
and the phone.
This could possibly be explained by the wired controller that we hooked on to the
Hover device. This was an additional piece of hardware that, had it been integrated
into the device, users would not have to utilize. This could give the perception that
there was more to wear (Hover, headphones, and controller) than the other options.
It is important to note however, they all have a positive response which means that
this was not necessarily a bad thing, just an aspect that could be improved.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
Android

3.95 &0A491

Hololens

3.25 *0545

Hover

3.45

0-491
&
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Figure 5-13: Question 6 Result
In this question there is no significant difference when performing an Anova test
(p=0.1212). This is could possibly be attributed to the systems being similar in that

neutral (mean is close to 3)

-

they had one purpose (identifying objects). We note here that the response is slightly

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very
quickly.
As in the other questions, we perform an Anova test, and find out that there is a
significant difference (p=0.0153) in the data. We run a Tukey test to find out where
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Figure 5-14: Question 7 Result
the difference is, and find that there is a significant difference between the phone and
the Android device (p=0.0109823), and nowhere else. This means that our system is
perceived as easy to learn as a mobile phone. This result is rather odd, as it was not
perceived as easy to use as the phone (question 3), although the responses to question
3 were positive.
I found the system very cumbersome to use.
Android
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Hololens
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Figure 5-15: Question 8 Result
This is one of the key questions that we set out to answer.

There is a statisti-

cally significant difference among the three results when performing an Anova test
(p=0.0229,F(2,57)=4.038).

We run a Tukey test to find out where there is a signifi-

cant difference and find out that there is a significant difference between the Hololens
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Figure 5-16: Cumbersomeness vs Frequent Use
and the phone (p=0.0187934), but that there is no significant difference between
the phone and the Hover device (p=0.1 7 2 3 8 8 7 ).

This means that the Hover device

is comparable in cumbersomeness to the Android phone. If the form factor of the
Hover device was reduced, then we could possibly have an alternative that is less
cumbersome than both the phone and the Hololens.
When we perform correlations against other questions, one that is interesting is that
people who thought the device was cumbersome, also tended to say that they would
not use this device frequently (see figure 5-16). Once more this could be due to the
form factor.
I felt very confident using the system.
In this question we run an Anova test to find that there is a significant difference
present in the data (p=0.0004, F=(2,56)).

We then run a Tukey test to find that,

as in previous results, there is a significant difference between the phone and the
Hololens (p=0.0010053), and between the phone and the Hover (p=0.0045436). This
result could be explained, once more, because the mobile phones are a device that
many use on a daily basis for a great variety of tasks with success.
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I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
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Figure 5-18: Question 10 Result
We run once more an Anova test to find that there are significant differences present
in these results (p=0.0043 ), and proceed to run a Tukey test. We see that there are
significant differences between the phone and the Hololens, and between the phone and
the Hover (p=0.0245850, and p=0.0056500 respectively). This is explained because
the users were given another phone app in the case of the phone, and for many, two
new devices with gestures and targeting that are different from the phone.

5.2.2.3

Overall Experience

These questions were asked in the last page of the post exercise survey. They are
about the users overall experience utilizing the different devices. These questions
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were conducted with categorical options (Android, Hololens, and Hover).
Most and least immersive device
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Figure 5-19: Most Immersive Device

Figure 5-20: Least Immersive Device

In these questions, we perform a Chi squared test to see if there are any significant
differences.

We find that in the case of the which is the most immersive, there is

a significant difference, but in the opposite question, although in counts there are
differences, in significance there is none.
It seems clear that the Hololens is the most immersive device in the task. This could
be because the information is given directly into the field of view of the users in a
visual augmented reality manner. In contrast to Hover, we would possibly not be as
immersive because we would not distract a user as much as a screen on the phone or
objects directly in your field of view.
Most and least intrusive device
As we can see here, the participants clearly singled out that the most intrusive device
was the Hololens. This is probably due to the fact that it is closest to their face,
which is much more sensitive than say a hand/arm which is where the smartphone
and the Hover device are placed.
We can see that overall, the participants believed that the smartphone was the least
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intrusive, with the Hover device following, and that there is no statistically significant
difference. This result is possibly due to the phone being incorporated into their daily
lives and them not perceiving it as something abnormal, whereas the wearable would
be a new item in your body as opposed to the phone.
Most and least pleasant device
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In these questions we perform some Chi squared tests on each of the results and find
that there is a significant difference in the proportions of the results in both of the
questions (p=0.008 for pleasant, and p=0.001 for unpleasant). It can be seen that the
most pleasant was the phone, and the most unpleasant was the Hololens. The Hover
device is in the middle of both questions, which places it in a spot that is neither the
most pleasant nor the most unpleasant.
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In this last question, there is no significant difference between the least interruptive
device where the users only selected the Hover and the Mobile phone. However in
the case of the most interruptive, there is no significant difference between all the
options. We run a chi squared test for the most interruptive, and a z test for the least
interruptive since we have 2 categories.
This tells us that the Hover device is comparably less interruptive with the phone,
but that people are not decided on which one is the most interruptive.

5.2.2.4

Overall Ranking

For this last question, users were told to rank the devices in the order that they would
prefer them.
In this ranking, to find any significance in our data, we treat each device with a 3
point Likert scale where 1 is the best and 3 is the worst. We perform an Anova test on
our data and find that there is a significant difference in the data (p=0.0391, F(2,57)),
and proceed to perform a Tukey. The Tukey test shows that there is a significant
difference between the Hololens and the Android device (p=0.031557) but that there
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Figure 5-27: Overall Ranking
is an insignificant difference between the Hover and the Phone and the Hover and the
Hololens.
This can mean that the Hover is in the middle can be comparable to the best of the
devices (mobile phone), but that it could take a turn for the worst and be the worst
of the devices. With improvements to the Hover device, we could make it lean more
to being comparable with the best device and differentiable from the worst.

5.2.2.5

Hover User Comments

Many of the user comments for the Hover device were regarding the form factor size
and the indication of where the device is targeting. In the future work section, we
address this feedback. Some users also note that the device would be better if it was
faster, and the spoken audio of better quality.
The participants also note that spoken audio is an acceptable manner of conveying
the information, but that text would also help.
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5.3

Sensing Benchmark

In this section we focus on evaluating the performance of the system. We seek to
compare how the multi-modal sensing compares to a simple camera based approach.

5.3.1

Protocol

We perform a simple object recognition benchmark to test our system and compare
it against one that is simply a camera.

We find 9 items and proceed to take 20

measurements (each measurement takes 3 pictures for the Hover device) of them at
22 inches from the device that we are testing. We only scan one item at a time and
replace it to take our test measurements. This distance is beyond the 0.5m minimum
distance that we had as a requirement.

Figure 5-28: Benchmarking setup Figure 5-29: Benchmarking Items
overview
Overview

We then proceed to take 20 measurements of the same item after replacing it for the
test set. We repeat this with a mobile phone, but take 60 measurements (1 image per
measurement), but with a mobile phone. The phone is a Galaxy Note 8, with a 12M
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camera which is the same one that we utilize in our user study. This phone represents
the base system, and our system is the multi-modal approach to object identification.
We also evaluate the addition of the extra sensing modalities by adding in each sensing
modality (multi-spectral camera, spectrometers, and radar) individually and then in
groups.
The items that we use in the setup are the following:

" Empty snacks box
" Pinecone
" Model washing machine
" Jagermeister Bottle
" Cup with hot chocolate
" Cup with mocha coffee
" Empty glass bottle
" Glass bottle with Overproof liquor
" Singing bowl

5.3.2

Results and Discussion

5.3.2.1

Base Image System performance

The base image system has an accuracy of 0.75. This score is obtained by utilizing a
Random Forest classifier to classify the BOVW features extracted from an image. In
the confusion matrix it can be seen that overall the system performs well, except in
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Figure 5-30: Confusion Matrix for base image system
the case of differentiating liquids that are similar, and in the case of differentiating a
glass with alcohol and an empty glass.
Two of the objects in our system were plastic cups with liquids (one with hot chocolate, and the other one coffee mixed with hot chocolate). Visually, these objects look
similar, both have a brown liquid inside and have the same cup. This throws off the
base imaging system since it relies on contrasting because of the SIFT features and it
does not know the composition of the items. Similarly, in the case of the glass bottle
with and without alcohol, the system struggles to classify correctly one or the other.
In this case, the system only has the surface of the liquid as a queue to know whether
there is any liquid or not.
As we will see later, the fusion system that utilizes the spectrometers can easily
differentiate the cups with chocolate/coffee in them, however, it also struggles with
the Overproof filled glass.

5.3.2.2

Fusion System performance

Our fusion system has an accuracy of 0.78.
Random Forest Classifier.

This score is retrieved from using a

The accuracy is slightly better than that of the base
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imaging system, but in some simple objects (such as a Tibetan singing bowl) the
system fails. In later subsections we show how it would change depending on which
combination of sensors we utilize.
Normalized confusion matrix
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Figure 5-31: Confusion Matrix for fusion system

We see here that the system gets confused in the case of an empty glass bottle and one
that contains Overproof liquor. This confusion could occur because the camera or the
spectrometers are not able to correctly detect the liquid in the container, and instead
focus more on the container than the liquid. This could be due to the Radar not being
to accurate enough to be able to pick up liquid (such as in RADARCAT), or that
the spectrometers and the camera simply pick up the glass rather than the content
of the glass. However it is interesting to see that the system is able to differentiate
correctly chocolate from a mocha coffee which are both in a plastic cup, which is an
aspect that the plainly visual system just fails at.

5.3.2.3

Fusion System Performance after Removing Sensors

In table 5.1 we present how the multi-modal sensing system performs by making
different combinations of the sensing modalities that we proposed to use rather than
all at once.
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Removed Sensor
AS7262
AS7263
Radar
Camera
AS7262, AS7263
AS7262, Radar
AS7262, Camera
AS7263, Radar
AS7263, Camera
Radar, Camera
AS7262, AS7263, Radar
AS7262, AS7263, Camera
AS7262, Radar, Camera
AS7263,Radar, Camera

Accuracy
0.65
0.94
0.92
0.49
0.86
0.87
0.29
0.79
0.49
0.43
0.8
0.38
0.58
0.52

Table 5.1: Performance of Fusion System with Different Sensor Combinations
It is interesting to note that if we remove either the Radar or the Near Infrared Spectrometer, we get much better overall system performance. This can be possibly due
to the selection of LED for the infrared spectrometer (only one infrared wavelength
rather than a multi-wavelength illumination) or to the range resolution of the radar
which is 0.6m and could produce false positives for objects that are smaller than that
or close to that size.
In figures 5-32 and 5-33 we give the confusion matrix for both of these cases (removing
the radar, and removing the JR spectrometer). In appendix D we can see the confusion
matrices for each combination.
We originally intended for the radar to be able to give some information on the
contents/interior of the objects that the user was scanning (similar to how it is done in
the RADARCAT paper or in Zhu's SAR Material Classification work [119]). However,
without being able to control the range in which the user utilizes the device (save for
the minimum range we give), the features we utilize that can be used across range do
not give us too much of the penetration information. We can see in figure D-13 in
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Normalized confusion matrix
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Figure 5-32: AS7263 Removed
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Figure 5-33: Radar Removed
appendix D that the RADAR features that we are using by themselves are not very
descriptive and barely give some key information in 3 of the objects (bowl, empty
glass, mocha). When we combine them with other sensing modalities (as seen in table
5.1), they boost the performance slightly of the system. One example of this boost is
when we only rely on the radar and the camera rather than just the camera, we get 6
percent boost in accuracy, and another is when incorporating the radar in conjunction
with the AS7262 and Camera that we get a 7 percent boost in accuracy. Although
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we get a slight boost in the system, it is not a great contribution. For future work,
we will have to find better features for the radar or find some way of incorporating
the material composition detection features into our work.

5.3.2.4

Performance of Fusion System with different classifier combinations

In table 5.2 we can see how the system performs with different classifiers.

We use

scikit-learn's default configuration for these classifiers and do perform parameter optimization on them.
Accuracy
0.78
0.65
0.63

Classifier
Random Forest
Support Vector Machine
K-Nearest Neighbors

Table 5.2: Performance of Fusion System with Different Classifiers

We see that the most accurate is the Random Forest without optimization, and this
is the one we utilize in our test system.

We leave as future work to optimize the

other two classifiers to achieve better and more robust multi-dimensional classification. We expect that a finely tuned SVM could be able to outperform the Random
Forest classifier because the technique has an overall better performance in high dimensionality scenarios (In our system the feature vector that gets passed unto the
classifier has length of 1071 which can be considered as high dimensionality). Additionally, for future work we would like to explore performing feature reduction on the
final concatenated object descriptor to try and boost the overall performance of the
system.
In this system we utilize hand crafted features that are then passed on to a standard
classifier. In future work we would like to input the raw data and possibly some of the
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hand crafted ones into a neural network to see if the performance could be improved
through learned features.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

"A conclusion is the place where you get tired of thinking."
Arthur Bloch

6.1

Overview

In this section we summarize the work that we have done and the conclusions that
we reached from the studies and benchmark. We also give some insights as to the
future work that can be done to improve the device and the overall experience.

6.2

Conclusion

In this work we proposed, designed, and implemented (at least in a proof of concept
way) a wearable object identification system that uses multi-modal sensing to be
able to identify objects. We began by first posing the idea of an alternate way of
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accessing augmented reality content through wearables, and proceeded to come up
with a wrist-worn concept which we then implemented. Although the resulting form
factor was not optimal, we believe that it can be streamlined more with smaller, and
unified components.
After a user study on an object identification task, we can say the following. The hover
device is comparable in cumbersomeness with a mobile phone, and less cumbersome
than the head worn Hololens. It is not more immersive than a Hololens, but that it
is comparable in lack of immersiveness with a phone and a Hololens. We can also
say that it is comparably less interruptive than a phone, and that it is comparable
in interruptiveness with all the other devices in the study. We can also say that it is
comparably less intrusive with a mobile phone, but that it is less intrusive than the
head-worn Hololens.
With regards to the multi-modal sensing, we can see that it is slightly better than
a plain camera without any sort of optimization, and the performance could be improved if we replaced the radar module with one that has more bandwidth and range
resolution, and we fixed the LED on the IR spectrometer. The LED that the spectrometer currently has operates on one wavelength. To get better readings, we would
need to find a broadband IR led that we could use to see how objects respond and different wavelengths. Performance could be further improved if parameter optimization
were done either on the SVM classifier or on the K-Nearest neighbors classifier.

6.3

Future Work

For future work we have a couple of areas that can be improved. The most prevalent
is the form factor.

The form factor could be improved if we could streamline the

electronics into one board and somehow redistribute the antennas in a wider, but less
tall arrangement. Also, if we could find a smaller integrated board that would also
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serve to shrink the overall footprint. The ideal form factor would be less than an inch
thick on the bottom of the device rather than the 3 inches that we currently have.
This would improve the overall experience as the device would blend in more with a
person rather than being an alien object on the body due to the size.
Additionally, we would attach a laser pointer to the device to give the users an idea
of where they are pointing the device to. We also note that there is a bug in the
bluetooth system of the NanoPi which produces choppy audio if it is not constant.
Other future work is finding more features for the sensing modalities and possibly
replacing the classification system with a pre-trained neural network, with a possible
convolutional component for the radar data. Other future work that can be done
is the automation of the hovering gesture rather than utilizing a button. The last
component that could be improved in future iterations is the Intelligent Assistant. If it
could be made more dynamic, both in its retrieval and presentation of the information,
then the system would be much more interactive.
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Appendix A
Wiring

A.1

System Wiring Schematics

Here we can see the schematics for the wiring for the system.
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Appendix B
System Configuration

Example client system configuration

B.1

Here we can see an example for a working configuration for the system.

{
"sensormanager":{
1

sensors": [

{
"sensorname" :"RADAR_24GHZ",
"iserialaddress":"/dev/ttyACMO",
"baud_rate " : 9600,
" class" :"radar_24ghz. radar_24ghz",
"reading-count": 15

{
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"sensor-name":

"AS7262",

"serialaddress": "/dev/ttyS1",
"baudrate": 115200,
"integrationtime":

60,

"class": "spectrometervisible.spectrometer-visible",
"reading-count": 2

{
"sensorname":

"AS7263",

"serialaddress": "/dev/ttyS2",
"baudrate": 115200,
"integrationtime": 60,
"class": "spectrometer ir.spectrometerir",
"reading-count": 2

{
"sensor-name": "MULTISPECTRALCAM",
"class": "cameramultispectralfacam202.cameramultispectral-facam202",
"reading-count":

3

}
1,
"threadcount":4

"network-manager":{
"remoteserveraddress":

"1 8 .111.28.230:5000"

},
"ianalysis-manager":{
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"sensordata-processing":{
"MULTISPECTRALCAM":{
"codebookfile":"codebook.file"
,

}

"RADAR_24GHZ":{
"reading-count": 15

"AS7262":{
"sensornormmax":1000,
"sensornormmin":O
},
"AS7263":{
"sensornormmax":100,
"sensornormmin":O

}
}
"centralmanager":{
"objective": "collectupload",
readings-directory": "test/",
"collectamount": 20

}
}
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Appendix C
User Study

C.1

Study Documents

C.1.1

Pre-Study Survey

Here we demonstrate the form that study participants filled out before running the
exercise.
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C.1.2

Post-Study Survey

Here we demonstrate the form that study participants filled out after running the
exercise.
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Pre-Exercise Questions
This section

is to

be completed before the experiment begins. It contains questions to find out about the background and
experience of the participants.

is your age?
18-24

* What

o
o

25-34

o 35-44

o 45-54

o
o
o

55-64
65-74
75+

* What is your gender?

o

o
o

Male

Female
Other

If other, please specify
In the past 30 days, have you used your mobile device (e.g. smartphone, tablet, etc.) to do any of
the following activities? (Please select all that apply. if none apply leave blank, if there are any
additional activities please mention them In the comment section.)
C Send or receive email
E As a modem or internet hub for other devices
D Connect to another device using Bluetooth
C Manage social media accounts (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln)
C Stream audio content (e.g. music, news, podcasts)
C Stream video content (e.g. movies, television, news)
C Purchase a product or service online
C Download an application
C Participate in a video call or chat
C Read news stories
C Use navigation or location-based information
C Use a ride-sharing application (e.g. Lyft, Uber, Sidecar)
C Search for a product or service
C Control a household device (e.g. thermostat, television, house alarm, etc.)
C Record video or sound
C Thke a picture
C I do not do any of the above activities and/or do not own a mobile device
*

C

N/A

Additional Activities
Have you previously used a device to query information about objects in your environment? (E.g.
you searched online for information about an object in a store, or you used an image search to find
an object.)
Yes
0 No
If you remember, please say what you searched for
*

o

Have you previously used a head-mounted augmented reality device such as a Microsoft HoloLens
or Google Cardboard?
*

o Yes

o

No
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Figure C-1: Pre Study Form

I

Post-Exercise Questions
This survey is to be completed after the participant has completed the exercises.
These questions are regarding your usage of the head-mounted device (e.g. Microsoft HoloLens, Google
Cardboard) augmented realty system

I think that

*

I would Ike to use this system frequently.

0 Strongly Agree

C

o

C)

Agree
Neutral

Disagree

0 Strongly Disagree
* I found the system unnecessarily complex.

C
o

Strongly Agree

C)
C

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o

Agree

* I thought the system was easy to use.

C

Strongly Agree
Agree
0 Neutral
O Disagree
O Strongly Disagree

O

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.

*

o

Strongly Agree
Agree

C) Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
*

o
)

found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
Strongly Agree
Agree

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

*

C) Strongly Agree

C

Agree

C Neutral
C, Disagree

o
*

Strongly Disagree

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

O Strongly Agree

C
C

Agree
Neutral
C Disagree
C) Strongly Disagree
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Figure C-2: Post Study Form 1

These questions are regarding your usage of the smartphone system
*I think that I would Ike to use this system frequently.

o
o
o
o
o

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

*I found the system unnecessarily complex.

O

Strongly Agree
0 Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Q Strongly Disagree

o
o
*

I thought

the system was easy to use.

O Strongly Agree
O Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o
o
o
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Figure C-3: Post Study Form 2

I think that

*

o
o
o
o
o

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

I found

*

I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.

the various functions In this system were well integrated.

o

Strongly Agree

o

Agree

O

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o
o

*I thought there was too much Inconsistency in this system.

0

0

o

O

O

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

*

o
o

o
0

Strongly Agree
Agree

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

*I found the system very cumbersome to use.

0

O

o

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral

0
0

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

*I

felt very confident using the system.

o

Strongly Agree
Agree

0

Neutral

O

o

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Strongly Agree
0 Agree
0 Neutral
Disagree
0 Strongly Disagree
*

o
o

* What did you like about this system?

What
*How

did you disike

about thisy

would you inprove this system?

* How did this system compare to the others you used today?
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Figure C-4: Post Study Form 3

Any addtional comments?

These questions are regarding your usage of the wearable (Hover) system
* I think that

I would

Ike to use this system frequently.

o Strongly Agree
0 Agree

o

Neutral
Q Disagree
o Strongly Disagree
* I found the system unnecessarily complex.

o Strongly Agree
'Agree

0 Neutral

o

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o
*

I thought

the system was easy to use.

o Strongly Agree

O

Agree

X Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

j

O
*

I think that

I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.

Q

Strongly Agree
Agree
G Neutral
Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

O

o

I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
Strongly Agree
O Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
*

o

o
o
o
*

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

o
0

Strongly Agree
Agree

(o Neutral

t

o

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

*I

would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

O

Strongly Agree
Agree
O Neutral
o Disagree
O Strongly Disagree

o
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Figure C-5: Post Study Form 4

I found the system very cumbersome to use.

*

o

o

Strongly Agree
Agree

o

Neutral

0 Disagree

o Strongly Disagree
*

o

o

I felt very

confident using the system.

Strongly Agree

o
o

Agree
Neutral
Disagree

O

Strongly Disagree

*

o
o
o
0
o

I needed

to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

*What did you

ike

about this system?

*What did you disike

about this systeW?

*How

would you kIrove this system?

*How

did this system compare to the others you used today?

Any additional comments?

These questions regard your overall experience with all the devices.
* Which device was the most pleasant to use?

o

Microsoft HoloLens / Google Cardboard

0 Smartphone

o

Wearable Bracelet / Hover

*Which device was the most unpleasant to use?

o
o
o
*

o
o

Microsoft Hololens I Google Cardboard

Smartphone
Wearable Bracelet / Hover

Which device was the most intrusive to use?
Microsoft HoloLens / Google Cardboard

Smartphone

.0Wearable Bracelet

/ Hover

Intrusive to use?
Microsoft HoloLens / Google Cardboard
Smartphone
Wearable Bracelet / Hover

*Which device was the least

0
0

o

* Which device was the most interruptive to use?
0 Microsoft HoloLens I Google Cardboard

.0Smartphone
0 Wearable Bracelet / Hover
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Figure C-6: Post Study Form 5

*

Which device was the least interruptive to use?
MIcrosoft HoloLens / Google Cardboard

o
o
o

Smartphone
Wearable Bracelet I Hover

Which device was the most immersive to use?
Microsoft HoloLens / Google Cardboard
Smartphone
O Wearable Bracelet I Hover
*

o
o

Which device was the least immersive to use?
Microsoft HoloLens / Google Cardboard
0 Smartphone
0 Wearable Bracelet / Hover
*

o

* How would you rank the devices you used?

1
Microsoft Hololens / Google Cardboard
Smartphone
Wearable Bracelet / Hover

2
0

0

0

0

0

0

* is audio an acceptable output for the systems?

*

0

What recommendations would you give for the wearable device / Hover?

* Any other recommendations or comments?
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Figure C-7: Post Study Form 6
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Appendix D
Sensor Testing Confusion Matrices

D.1

Sensor Test Confusion Matrices

D.1.1

1 Sensor Removed
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Figure D-1: AS7262 Removed
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Normalized confusion matrix
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Appendix E
Sensor API

Sensor API

E.1

Here we can see the base class for the sensors.

class Sensor:
"""General interface for sensors"""
states =

{

"ON": 1,
"OFF":0,
"SLEEP":2,
"INUSE":3,
"NOTCONFIGURED" :4,
"ERROR":5
}

state

=

states["OFF"]

def configure(self,params-dict):
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raise NotImplementedError("Configuration method not implemented")

def init(self):
raise NotImplementedError("Initialization method not implemented")

def wake-up(self):
raise NotImplementedError("Wake up method not implemented")

def turn-on(self):
raise NotImplementedError("No method to turn on sensor")

def poll-continuousn(self,n):
raise NotImplementedError()

def get-samplingamount(self):
return int(self.params_dict["reading-count"])

def poll continuoustime(self, time):
raise NotImplementedError("Continuous polling method not implemented")

def poll-instant(self):
raise NotImplementedError("Instantaneous polling method not implemented")

def sleep(self):
raise NotImplementedError("No method to put sensor to bottle")

def turn-off(self):
raise NotImplementedError("No method to turn off sensor")
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def reset(self):
raise NotImplementedError("No method to reset sensor")

def get-name(self):
return self .name

def setstate(self, state):
self.state = state

def getstate(self):
return self.state
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